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Messages from the Principal

I was amazed by the English Panel whose members, under the leadership of Mr. Wilfred Wai, have helped
to produce volumes by volumes articles written by students.

The Ng Wah Spirit, Inspiration, Annual Bulletin, and Convergence have given chance to students to
publish their writings whose themes are multiple, ranging from narrative to argumentative.

The ability to write is an important aspect of the four generic skills in learning a second language. I have
emphasized it many times whenever I have the chance to talk to students about language learning.

In

using our mother language, Chinese, it is also true that constant writing, supplemented by reading, helps
to consolidate what we intend to say.

Thanks for all teachers’ efforts, our boys are fortunate.

Dr. Francis Wong
Principal
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My School
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Are CoCo-educational Schools Better or SingleSingle-sex Schools Better?
Chau Chun Kwan Bryant (S7A)

School Life is decisive to a

In contrast, co-educational schools have more

person’s career. Many things

chances

and skills you will apply in

students are used to interact with the opposite sex.

society are learnt in school.

This creates a healthier social network for them

Recent research has shown

and it is more beneficial for their career in the

that students who attend single-sex schools obtain

future. Social skills are very important when you

better examination results than students of similar

are getting a job. Co-educational schools’ students

ability and background who attend co-educational

have already known how to communicate with the

schools. I have doubts on this research.

opposite sex thus they won’t be shy when they

to

approach

the

opposite sex and

know some people of the opposite sex in future.
Studying in a school is not only trying to get high

Although co-educational schools have a healthier

marks in exams, there are many other things we

social network, they still have some disadvantages.

could

Students have more chances to date boys or girls.

learn

such

as

knowing

people

and

communicating with others etc.

It causes them to have less time to focus on their
academic results, and it may affect their academic

In single-sex schools, students only interact with

results directly.

male or female students, they have less chance to
date boys or girls indeed. Students would probably

Research found out that co-educational schools

focus on studying. Less dating and outside

have more bullying and fighting cases than

activities will enhance their results indirectly.

single-sex schools, it may be linked to students’
desire to show off how great they are, that is why

Besides, the students in single-sex schools would

co-educational schools have more violent cases.

have fewer scandals than co-educational schools.
Also, single-sex schools have less bullying and

Besides, the students in co-educational schools

fighting cases than co-education schools because

have more scandals and it will totally affect their

they usually have fewer arguments.

mind and academic results.

In terms of friendship, I do think single-sex

According to these disadvantages and advantages

schools can develop a natural bond between

of different kinds of school systems, I would

students because they have no troubles with the

recommend

opposite sex, they don’t have to concern about

Co-educational schools provide students with a

troubles and difficulties between boys and girls,

healthier social network and skills. These skills can

that’s why teachers always say single-sex schools

increase your chance to get a job. Social skills are

have the truest and purest friendship.

decisive in the society.

co-educational

schools.
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Schools
Kwok Ho Fai (S7A)
In the past, it was a must for both male and female

single-sex schools, it isn’t an easy task for

students to attend single-sex schools. With the

students to meet the opposite sex, let alone fall in

development of the society, students are allowed

love with others. Some of the students barely

to go to co-educational schools now. In fact, when

understand how to communicate with the same

it comes to examination results, the former is no

sex. Physically and psychologically, the bulk of

doubt better than the latter because of the

them are not mature enough, which is undeniably

different learning environment. Let me give

harmful for their future development.

explanations one by one. The benefits

and

drawbacks are as follow.

After

examining

the

advantages

and

disadvantages of single-sex schools, I would like
First and foremost, a better learning environment

to analyse the pros and cons of attending

has been cited as the major advantages of

co-educational schools.

studying in single-sex schools. As we all know, due
to the same sex, it is not easy for students to fall in

One of the advantages of going to co-educational

love with the opposite sex, which not only reduces

schools is the unique atmosphere. According to a

the risk of conflicts among students, but also allow

recent survey, students who study in co-education

students to put much more emphasis on studying.

schools are much happier than those studying in

So, it is no exaggeration that we, students, are

single-sex schools due to the existence of both

capable

male and female students. As a result, students

of

experiencing

a

better

learning

are under no circumstances too stressed about

atmosphere in single-sex schools.

their academic results that they can ultimately get
Apart

from

a

better

learning

environment,

better examination results.

students can receive more suitable teaching and
training in single-sex schools. As a matter of fact,

But the disadvantage of enrolling in co-educational

when it comes to growth rates of students, there is

schools is that students attach less importance to

an obvious difference between boys and girls

their academic performance. On top of how easy

which

for students to fall in love with others, students of

means

the

learning

capability

is

undoubtedly different. Therefore, if students study

both sexes within schools are much more talkative.

in single-sex schools, it is easier for teachers to

Take my personal experience as an example to

provide them with useful and suitable teaching

illustrate this point. When I go to the study room

and training methods. Hence, it is no wonder that

wherever the district is, I discover the special

students can gain a better examination result.

phenomenon that the rate of talking between the
opposite sex is much higher than that of the same

But there is also a disadvantage of studying in

sex. As a consequence, the possibility for students

single-sex schools. The imbalance of students’

to be distracted by the opposite sex is much higher

physical and psychological development has been

than the same sex and this distraction could result

regarded as one of the main drawbacks. In

in a bad examination result.
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For me, studying in co-education schools is better
than going to single-sex schools. In fact, I studied

In conclusion, it is suggested that the government

in a co-educational school from one to five. I was

follows the trends of society as co-educational

able to be psychological balanced and get a good

schools

result

Actually, students need to put more emphasis on

in

examination.

After

enrolling

in

a

single-sex school from form 6, what I know and
get

access

to

are

just

psychological imbalance.

boys,

leading

to

are

better

than

study to gain a better result.

single-sex

schools.
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Proposal to the School Library
Lam Wai Hon (S7A)

Reading is an important way to build up our

reading

is

becoming

more

convenient

and

knowledge. Hong Kong government provides

important, but the most ironic is that our school’s

many services and help for us to get access to

library data reflect that students’ reading habit are

books, in terms of e-books, internet articles and

decreasing. As the Chairperson of the Student

library services. The amount of the Hong Kong

Librarian Club, I have the responsibility and must

public library using is increasing. It tells us that

propose some ways to improve the situation.
classes who borrowed the most will have an award,

After a lot of discussion with club members and

but there is one problem for this competition: Will

other schoolmates, we came up with three ways to

the students just borrow the books and put them

motivate reading among students. First, we will

away in order to get the marks? We will have

add a ‘Reading Period’ after lunch, it is an extra

random short quizzes for the students who

lesson each day of around 30 minutes. Students

borrowed the books. The winner of the classes will

must read their own book, it does not involve

have a big prize in the final year, and the student’s

comic books or other books which are not allowed,

name will be marked down in school magazine as

nor subject books. The target is to increase

an award.

students’ reading time during their school life.
Sometimes we will also prepare the reading

Finally, the types of library books will increase. As

passages and articles

we

around

hot

news for

all

know,

students. In addition, there are some quizzes after

reading interest

the articles we prepared, to ensure that the

starts

from

students are reading the passages seriously. The

students’

own

marks will be recorded for their academic results,

interests, so we

and will be shown on the result sheets. Moreover,

will

article display methods are not just in the paper.

types of books in

Every Monday lesson, the article will be displayed

the next school year, such as photography, cooking,

on the projector, using the computer to read in the

social science and history books. Besides the

MMLC, within the picture, in order to increase

books’ types, library facilities will be repaired and

students’ interest on reading because it is hard to

upgraded, we will buy more computers for school

read on the traditional paper.

and a high pixel projector for the library. All the

add

more

chairs will be replaced by sofas, the lights will be
Second, the school library will hold the ‘Inter-class

warm and comfortable for students’ eyes during

Book Borrowing Competition’. Students’ names,

reading. In above suggested ways, we are

classes and class numbers will be recorded to

delivering the important message for the students,

count down the amount of books borrowed. The

‘Reading is the road to success’.
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Proposal of Enhancing Books Borrowing by Students
Li Yat Sing (S7A)
In the past few months, we have found that the

5-10 persons. The members of Librarian Club is

number of students borrowing books from the

enough because too many people may make the

library is diminishing and they are not willing to

work become more complex and the only thing of

read much. Because of this condition, the Student

this plan which needs more people is to buy the

Librarian Club now is planning three ways or

gift, just few people can finish.

activities to motivate students to read more and
the proposal will involve target, funding and

Second, we can meet the F1-F5 Chinese and

manpower for each of the three activities.

English teachers to discuss about our plan about
writing book reports, which are designed for F1-F5

First, we can establish a reading plan if students

students. After reading and writing a book report,

can read a number of books. For example, if they

students need to hand in to their teacher to correct,

read 10-15 books per year or over the numbers set

if some of them write well or have a good

by the club, they can gain an award or a small gift

performance we will give them two smart team

such as a football, a basketball or stationery, and

stickers because our school have promoted the

the top three students can get a big present. It can

smart team plan for two years and it can put

attract students to read more because they have a

students to pursue the stickers for the class. This

target to reach, if they have a target, it can

plan will not include F6-F7 students, because they

motivate them to read and they will understand if

don’t have time to do extra reports. They have a

they use the time for reading, they will be

lot of work to do and all of their time is to prepare

rewarded.

the public examination. We don’t suggest the
activity which includes presents and our resources

This reading plan target focuses on F1-F5 student

is limited. We must let the students know reading

because F6 and F7 students are up against the

not just for the gift but for their own good, because

public examination. They don’t have time to read

read my more books can gain more knowledge and

other books and at the reading lessons they need

its value is better than any other gifts since the

to revise their subjects. So, the target is F1-F5

knowledge can be used for your whole life. Also,

students, the reason is that they don’t need to face

for the manpower of this plan we may invite some

the public examination. It means that they have

of the Chinese or English teachers who are

extra time for reading. The expected funding of the

teaching F1-F5 students to help us to check and

plan is 1000 HKD because we need to buy one to

correct their book report.

three expensive gifts such as 200 HKD books
coupon for the top three winners besides the

Lastly, we would design a promotion at the

stationery or footballs. If other students know they

morning assembly and reading lesson to promote

can gain a great reward if they read hard, it may

the activities in the Librarian Club. Also, we can

motivate them to chase the target and thus they

promote some of the new books to students, let

will read more. The manpower required is only

them know we have purchased new books for
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them to read and they would not feel bored with

hard to review the subjects they are studying. The

the old books, then we would post the information

funding is about 1000-1500 HKD. Because if the

which we have announced at the assembly on the

books which we promote to student were liked by

Student Librarian Club for students to refer to and

them so much, we will purchase more for more

it may attract more students to know more about

students to borrow and read, and the manpower

the new books and borrow them to read.

may include Librarian Club members and the
monitors to help us buy the books and take the

The activity includes every student, because not

books to the class for students to read and join the

only F1-F5 student would like to read, but also part

promotion.

of the F6 and F7 students may like to read other
books for relaxing because they may feel it is too
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A Battle between SingleSingle-sex and CoCo-educational Schools
Leung Hon Nam (S7B)

Recently, the discussion on the affairs of single-sex

do have drawbacks. They might have difficulties

and co-educational schools has become vigorous.

having a balanced communication as they seldom

Both sides won lots of supporters with their strong

have the opportunity to talk to people of the other

reasoning. People who support single-sex schools

sex. They therefore lack the ability to find a lover

claim that better examination results can be

in the future or even fail to talk with people of the

obtained

opposite sex.

while

the

opposers

think

that

co-educational schools are more reliable in terms
of the future career development of students. In

On

the

other

hand,

students

who

attend

fact, both single-sex and co-educational schools

co-educational schools benefit in some ways. They

have advantages and disadvantages.

adapt to a co-sex environment at an early stage
which would help them adapt to society. It is more

Obviously, students in single-sex schools can

natural to study in co-educational schools since

study in a constant environment. Since there is

there are originally two sexes of human beings.

only single sex, it’s difficult for the students to fall

Students can therefore learn the skills to stay with

in love and therefore they will concentrate on their

the opposite sex easily. Making friends with the

studies. As a recent figure shown, about a quarter

opposite sex is important that students can learn

of students studied in co-educational schools have

from each other since the characteristics and

ever fallen in love. It’s a serious problem that

personalities are sometimes opposite between

would greatly affect student’s examination results

males and females. In addition, students may

as lots of their spare time would be spent on dating.

benefit from having a lover. Since the lovers

What’s more serious? The emotion of students will

concentrate their other parts very much, they

drop sharply if they break up with their lovers.

study together and therefore work out a better

They become upset, some even commit suicide in

study

extreme cases.

students’ pose disadvantages. They easily fall in

effect.

However,

co-educational school

love in a bad way that affects their studies and
Besides, students who attend single-sex schools

their normal livings. This is a common and serious

are mostly independent, brave and talkative. As all

problem.

of the classmates are of the same sex, they
communicate more and make friends with each

To conclude, there is no perfect school that does

other. Thus, they tend to express their feelings

not possess any disadvantages. Both single-sex

under this relaxed environment. None of them

and co-educational schools have advantages and

need to mould themselves into a different shiny

drawbacks. In terms of having a good social ability

person since they need not attract the pretty girls

and

or handsome boys.

co-educational school in order to learn the

future

career,

I

prefer

studying

in

a

communication skills and have a natural study
However, students who attend single-sex schools

environment with both sexes.
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Which Type of Schools is better?
Luk Ho Fung (S7B)

In time past, many educationalists and some

time. Also, they may continually sit behind the

researchers agreed that students who study in

computer to chat with their partners.

single-sex schools will obtain better examination
results. However this trend has been revised.

But, after a second thought, schools are one of the

Recently

places to uphold human civilization and prop up

many

co-educational
something

educationalists

schools

social

and

more.

The

financial

support
is

sustainable development but not to nurture

than

“bookworms”. The reason why students who

reason

rather

attend single-sex schools will obtain better exam

educational.

results is that their time only contributes to their
As everyone knows, the school is the projection of

studies without much social activities. This is not

the society. Students should equip themselves

encouraging

during studies. So, schools seem to be a place

should be more suitable in our society so that

which can provide a platform to consolidate

diverse talents can be nurtured in pursuit of

foundation in hope of contributing our future. And

contributing Hong Kong especially during the

because our society doesn’t only have people with

recent economic downturns. The moral should be

single-sex,

nowadays.

All-around

education

to

concerned more when students are studying in

communicate with people of the opposite side.

co-educational schools in case immoral case might

Unfortunately,

happen between teenage boys and girls.

students
even

should

learn

students

have

how
a

good

examination results at public exam. If they lack
social skills, they will not have a benefit in our

Hong Kong should be an advanced city and its

society. Last year, a 24 years old master student

education should be feasible. A single-sex school

from the Chinese University of Hong Kong cannot

which aims to isolate boys and girls is a traditional

find a better job, which is due to lack of

thought. However, when we consider all the

communication

universities

skills.

So,

this

is

what

the

co-educational schools’ students are better at.

in Hong

Kong,

they

are totally

co-educational. So, the study efficiency actually
will not be affected. After all, when we consider

However, studying efficiency should be considered.

both sides, we will find co-educational schools will

As students enter their teenage years, they always

have more benefits and supports. Therefore, the

have interests in love. If students fall in love during

co-educational schools should be more suitable

their study period, they may not concentrate on

nowadays in our society.

their studies. As a result, their performances will
be affected. Students will spend more time on
their young sweethearts instead of their study
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SingleSingle-sex Schools have Certain Drawbacks
Tang Chi Hang (S7B)

In regard to a recent research in the UK that

behalf of the students studying in a boy school, I

discovered students who attend single-sex schools

am afraid we can’t have opportunities to chat with

obtain better results than students in co-education

girls normally. It’s because we lack experiences

schools in similar abilities and background, I am

such as, we boys may say “I don’t want to do this

writing to express my feeling and opinion to

for you”, if we are rejecting someone of the same

disapprove this result. It’s hard to have a full-area

sex. We should say “I’m afraid I have no idea how

development

the

to do that” if we are talking with a boss or the

educational result is only the reference of abilities

opposite sex, otherwise, we might lose our job or a

of students.

friend.

To begin with, we decide to go to school since we

Furthermore,

want to enhance knowledge skills, experience,

indicates that bullying and fighting cases in

intellect, moral, to name just a few. This can’t go

single-sex

beyond the study conditions and moods. However,

co-educational

we can’t have great learning in a single-sex school

students do want to build their image in single-sex

since the learning condition in single-sex school is

schools and show that he/she is the strongest.

uncontrolled. I’m studying in a boy school so I

Even the causes of argument between them is

have seen these occasions a lot. Students bind

minor, they don’t want to take it easy and they

together in order to trick the teachers! I have

prefer to have a battle. If you think this state will

asked some teachers who have experiences

only occur in boy schools, you are wrong. The

teaching

condition occurs in girl schools for the same

in

in

single-sex

“same-sex

schools

schools”.

and

They

also

complain about the behaviours of students and

research
schools

by the police station

are

schools.

greater
In

my

than

in

opinion,

the

reason.

even say what the students in a same-sex school
could learn are the tricks as well as fakes. Only if

Some may argue that students studying in a

all students in class are studying can they obtain

single-sex school will have better sport results. It’s

good results.

true, but it can’t help you earn unless you want to
be an athlete. The community is cruel which is

Apart from the above, communication is also

beyond your imagination.

important in our future work. Ordinarily, people
have a better social network as well as job if

By and large, I think studying in co-educational

he/she

In

schools is better than study in single-sex schools.

co-educational schools, we have opportunities to

It's because the opportunities that we can fall in

meet every type of person no matter he/she is

love or be loved is greater. Love is another side of

male or female. It’s no doubt that males must talk

growth too.

has

good

communication

skill.

with females with different tones and even ways of
chatting, and so on. Female communicate with
male with different skills and methods. But on
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Education System in Hong Kong
Tang Ho Ming (S7B)

In the past time, single-sex schools are more

single-sex

school

teachers

can

modify

the

popular than co-educational schools in Hong Kong.

examination based on the students’ strength. It is

Graduate students who studied in single-sex

more important that single-sex students can have

schools are more outstanding than co-educational

a good atmosphere to take a race with their

schools students. Most of them can attend the top

classmates by comparison. Both of which can

universities in Hong Kong or overseas. Are

enhance students’ knowledge in school.

students who studied in co-educational schools
less competent compared with those in single-sex

However,

schools?

co-education system for schools. It depends on

many

educationalists

support

the

the student’s future.
As time passes by, many educationalists support
co-educational schools rather than single-sex

In the society, you can easily find sex problems

schools. In society, a lot of employers accept

among teenagers in newspapers. Without doubt,

students who study in co-educational schools but

teenagers may have a heart about the other sex.

not single-sex schools. I would like to express my

There are many sex problems in the society if all

concern over the issue.

schools separate boys and girls. The combination
of education with both sexes is in order to enhance

Students who are in single-sex schools can have

cooperation between students of different sexes

better examination results than those who are in

early.

co-educational schools in the UK. Students can do
a better practice with their students in single-sex

You should not miss something important that

schools. You know, these skills are similar with

study is not for results but

those

social

in

co-educational

schools

including

future.

academic performance and establish physical

should

strength. Besides, co-educational schools obtain

co-education school so as

students with different strengths, those schools

to take part in society. In

may not directly focus on little groups of people.

study

Students
in

a

fact, the schools is a projection of the society.
Students can be prepared to cooperate with the

According to a research in the UK, single-sex
school

students

obtain

higher

results

other sex.

than

co-educational school students in the examination.

Above all, I think the co-education school system

Academically, by some research, males have

is better.

better science concepts than female. And, females
are

better

in

arts

and

language

skills.

So
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Is It worth Studying in CoCo-educational Schools or in SingleSingle-sex Schools?
Alexander Francisco Wong (S7B)

Studying in co-educational schools or in single-sex

As a matter of fact, our difficulties in managing the

schools? This is a highly controversial topic to

girls’ situations require our teachers, who should

parents. Whilst, some estimations undertaken by

have been specially trained, to integrate the

the University of Hong Kong have shown that

teaching style with a view to match both parties.

attending co-educational schools would enlarge
students’ social circle. On the other hand, research

On the ground of the critical mission of studying, I

conducted in the UK has found the better

do believe single-sex schools are conductive to

examination results are in single-sex schools. I, on

better examination results. A great deal of

behalf of the Students Association, will outline

administration members or officers, having gained

advantages and disadvantages of both options.

great

achievements

on

career

paths,

are

exemplary modals. Single-sex schools cater for
Attending co-educational schools, beyond doubt,

students

can widen your social network. To this point, both

performance. Parents who are in favour of sending

male and female could have fruitful interaction on

children to single-sex schools mainly do it for the

campus. Well-rounded development is not only

following

confined to academic areas but also to pursuit of

ashamed of being boys or girls. They don’t need to

social skills. This keeps males and females in touch

pretend. Students are capable to put a great

constantly

emphasis on acquisition of knowledge.

as

communication

necessary.
between

both

Through
parties

the

for

concentrating

reasons.

Students

on

are

academic

no

longer

could,

namely, enhance their self-esteem as well as

Certainly,

extra-curricular

activities

and

joint

self-confidence.

school programs are also promoted in single-sex
schools. Students could sit for those events to

From the viewpoint of medical prospective, girls

meet more friends.

are more mature than that of boys in junior form.
The proponent seriously point out that when they

From my point of view, it is not worth exchanging

react together in a small classroom, it would

learning knowledge for knowing more friends. On

probably trigger quite a number of unpredictable

the ground that adolescents are inquisitive and

outcomes.

is

have enough moment to

unbearable to boys. On top of the unstable temper,

obtain information from the

it seems that girls can easily fall in love with a male

learning stage. It’s no doubt

partner. This creates an obstacle and barrier to

that

studies. Actually, I, as a student in a boy school for

benefit youth more after

7 years or so, notice that it is in line with the trend

weighing pros and cons of

in school life.

each two options.

Girls

are

emotional

and

this

single-sex

schools
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SingleSingle-sex Schools
Schools
Alexander Francisco Wong (S7B)
Boys and Girls were always labelled as very

You may strongly argue that school is not only all

different animals and both have complicated

about average academies but also the place for life

thinking

education. Boys and Girls should learn from each

respectively.

Once

these

two

react

together, no exact formulas but a thousand and

other.

Social

skills

one products could probably form. Fortunately, our

different people are also essential elements. Yes! I

school teachers may not need to deal with these

do agree that school is a miniature society. In fact,

headachy problems. As here, we are standing now,

take Ng Wah for example, we have the Christmas

is a single-sex school.

ball,

Joint-school

and

oral

communication

practices,

with

friendly-ball

games, overseas exchange programme or even
Some research seems to suggest that boys and

when you go to universities before society, all of

girls learn in a very different way. Researchers

these are ready for you with a view to enlarge your

have pointed out that a boy’s brain is not

social circle.

completely equal to the girl’s one. If it’s true,
co-education schools, beyond doubt, do not work

Frankly in short, a boy’s school and a girl’s school

satisfactorily for every child.

have many advantages to consider. Now is the
cream season in term of acquiring knowledge. By

Biologically, boys mature later than girls. Ng Wah

some estimation, students from single-sex school

boys can grow at their own pace without social

usually score higher marks in public examinations.

pressure. As a matter of fact, the faculties at single

Ng Wah Catholic Secondary School should be part

sex school understand how their students learn.

of them.

Ng Wah teachers adapt their teaching style or are
able to adjust their mode to specific needs as well.
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Are SingleSingle-sex Schools Better or Coeducational Schools Better?
Wong Chung Hang (S7B)

According to history, especially in China, studies

the single-sex schools are still dating with the

were man-dominant in the old age. But the

opposite sex outside of the school. From this, the

situation has changed, the stature of woman is

blocking of the contact of two sexes is not a proper

getting much higher nowadays. They have gained

and efficient way to enhance the academic result

the opportunity to study. After this, the old

of the students.

single-sex education had to face the great impact
of co-education. A controversial topic came out: Is

On the other hand, the co-educational school is

single-sex school or co-educational school better?

not completely a bad thing for students. There is a
saying that “School is a miniature society”, then

There was research that students in the single sex

can the society being single-sex? It is impossible.

schools would obtain better academic results.

The number of sex crimes is actually rising in

What brings this result? And what are the

recent years especially towards woman. The

elements affecting the results of students in the

mentalist explains the causes of the sexual crimes

school? There seems only one answer. Single-sex

are that, some people do not know how to

schools prevent the school from dating.

communicate with the opposite sex, and then,
they commit crimes. Thus the educationalists

When teenagers get older, they become more

support co-educational schools. It is because the

mature. At the same time, they start to be

students can adapt the real society condition in the

interested in the opposite sex. They need love,

school, and learn how to contact with the opposite

want to be ensured by others and want to date.

sex. It is the good side of co-educational school.

Therefore, students may try to date their school
mates, in this way, numerous school couples were

After all, I can conclude that, single-sex school is

made. So, people believe that single-sex schools

never better than the co-educational school. The

can highly avoid the tendency of school-dating.

result of a student depends on their hard work, but

Then students could concentrate in their studies,

not their schoolmates. For the purpose of learning

and get a better result.

more,

between

a

single-sex

school

and

coeducational school, I would prefer the latter.
However, I doubt that single-sex schools really are
stopping teenagers from dating. Perhaps it inhibits
the couples in the school, but what about dating a
boy or a girl outside of the school? The technology
is getting more and more advanced. Contact with
the opposite sex is never difficult for the youngster
anymore. It is reasonable to see that, students in

a
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Three Ways to Motivate Reading among Students
Wong Ho Fu (S7B)
Dear Principal,

I am writing on behalf of the Student Librarian Club to suggest three ways to motivate reading among
students. Recently, from what the Student Librarian Club can see in the school library, the
books-borrowing rate among students is getting lower and lower. Especially for this year, there were only
50 books borrowed last month, compared to 120 per month last year. It is definitely not a healthy situation.
Since students are becoming less exposed to different kind of books, we surely think that more activities
and campaigns should be launched in schools to remedy the situation before students have to pay the
costly bills of insufficient reading.

It is beyond doubt that increasing exposure to books among students is of paramount significance. Living
in an examination-oriented city like Hong Kong, seldom do students have the intention to read more books
in their leisure time as many of them have regarded that reading is nothing more than a time-wasting and
boring activity that can do no good to them. Just like many of my friends, they would rather do revision
on their subjects or surf the internet than read books. So, I think it is about time to let students know the
importance of reading and also show them the other side of reading. I suggest the art teachers and
students design some posters and leaflets showing the significance of reading and recommend some
interesting books that can attract students to read. The posters and leaflets should include the benefits
that students can get from reading, like consolidating their basic language or broadening their horizons.
As students get to know how they can benefit from reading, they are motivated to read more.

Apart from increasing their exposure to diversified books, organizing a book reading campaign is another
suggestion. As far as I know, the reason why some students do not go to the school library to borrow
books is that they are not encouraged to do so. Therefore, setting up a reading campaign in school can
surely eliminate this problem. We are planning to design a booklet of “Reading Records”, which students
have to keep a record of what they have read in a month and write some comments about the books. The
students who have the most records as well as made the most impressive book comments will be given a
prize of a 100 HKD book coupon. It can certainly motivate the students to read more books as they can
make use of the prize to buy books, stationery, or even supplementary exercises for public exams. Also,
the cost would be affordable as we have already got the sponsorship of “The Public Book Store”.

Last, inviting celebrities to come to our school is also a brilliant idea. Teenagers are, undoubtedly, easily
affected by their idols or other famous celebrities. It is definitely a good idea to invite a young and famous
singer like Stephy Tang or Alex Fong to come to our school to share some views and the importance of
reading. The cost would not be too high as many of these singers would like to lower the fee for the good
of the teenagers in Hong Kong. I hope all of the above suggestions could be considered and I am quite
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sure that more and more students in our school will benefit from these activities.

Yours sincerely,
Chris Wong,
The Chairperson of Student Librarian Club
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Should English be taught by Native Speakers in Secondary Schools?
Chan Wai Chong (S7C)

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to the issue about whether English should be taught by native speakers in
secondary schools. Nowadays, many local schools recruit some native speakers to teach Hong Kong
children because principals in these schools think that the speakers can improve students’ different skills,
especially the oral English. However, is it a must to recruit all native speakers to become English teachers
and ignore the local teachers? In my opinion, there are several strengths and drawbacks of them. School
masters should think deeply before recruiting teachers to their schools.

Firstly, the advantage of native speakers is that their knowledge is justifiable. Because of their mother
tongue, they can speak fluent English. My classmates and I had some lessons with the native English
teachers. They taught us with some vivid expressions and had excellent English. It was not difficult to
notice that these teachers had perfect pronunciation. Also, they were willing to correct students’
grammatical mistakes when students spoke in front of the class.

Despite the good knowledge of native speakers, they have some weaknesses in teaching English. These
speakers have some difficulties in monitoring classes. Some students are very naughty to make troubles
in their classes. They may speak in Cantonese loudly in order to disturb other students in the lessons.
Worse still, some students are impolite and use some bad languages. Some students do not obey the
speakers’ instructions and run and play in the lessons. However, the teachers can’t stop students’
behaviour because the students may not understand English.

The local teachers can teach their students in a good way. Because of the common learning experience,
the teachers can understand students’ difficulties in learning English. The teachers may have the same
problems in studying English when they were children. Therefore, the teachers can solve students’
problems easily. For example, students used the phrase “discuss about” in their writing. The local teachers
could point out students’ mistakes and said that the word “discuss” was a transitive word so it need not to
put a preposition after “discuss”.

Apart from the easy understanding of local teachers to the students, the teachers may have some
drawbacks in teaching English. The local teachers improve students’ English in a boring way. The Hong
Kong teachers only give some English passages, vocabulary and exercise to students and make students
become a ‘spoon-duck’. However, the native English teachers can decorate their classrooms to become a
fun English corner. They can use different resources such as board games, English movies and English
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magazines. Therefore, students are eager to learn in the NET’s lessons.

All in all, native speakers and the local teachers also hope to improve students’ English. It is not necessary
to employ all native speakers to be English teachers because different teachers may have different
abilities to help students.

Yours sincerely,
Chris Wong
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SingleSingle-sex Schools or CoCo-educational Schools?
Chan Wai Chong (S7C)

Nowadays, more and more parents are willing to
make good preparation for their children. They can

Despite the fact that pupils can fully concentrate

line up at some famous schools such as King’s

on their study at some single sex schools, these

College and St. Louis College at mid-night and long

pupils may have some overwhelming problems to

for an admission form for their children. It also

face. The chance for these students to get along

comes to a problem that whether their daughters

with the opposite sex is far from adequate.

and sons should go to single sex schools or

Students, who learn at boy’s schools, can only

co-educational

UK

interact with male students. These students play

research has suggested that pupils should attend

basketball, do some group projects and organise

single-sex schools in pursuit of a satisfactory

some social gatherings with the same sex. Once

academic

these students meet the opposite sex people, they

schools

for

result.

educationalists

prefer

study.

Some

Regrettably,
students

to

many
study

at

may find it formidably difficult to talk to or work

co-educational schools for their better study.

with them. The prevalence of such a situation is

Some UK research has suggested that pupils

easily comprehensible because these students,

should attend single-sex schools in pursuit of a

who study at the single sex school, hinder their

satisfactory academic result. These two totally

personal growth and can’t develop some soft skills

different opinions trigger of a hot debate in the

such as attitude and manner in front of the

society. It leads to parents’ worry about their

opposite sex.

choice of colleges for their children’s future
development.

Therefore,

I

would

point

out

Undeniably, students at co-educational schools

benefits and drawbacks of both schools so that

can have an exceptional opportunity to get alone

parents’ doubt can be eased.

with the opposite sex. These schools can definitely
foster a virtual society that students can meet and

Firstly, studying at single-sex schools, students

work. Also, these students can gain some essential

can concentrate more on listening to teachers.

tactics when they meet students with a different

Paying a high degree of attention in the class is a

personality through group discussions, dictations

sufficient and necessary element for students to

and

get an excellent examination result. Only through

equipped with these skills can survive and be

listening to teachers’ advice can students save

seldom trapped in the society. In particular, these

plenty

students can face their bosses and colleagues

of

time

in

making

an

good

exam

preparation. Some hard working students even

group

assignment.

Students

who

are

easily.

write their own notes when they are in the lessons.
These invaluable notes can definitely make them

Lamentably, pupils who study at co-educational

succeed in the tests and examinations.

schools can have some drawbacks that parents
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should highly consider. Teenage students are a

big

handicap

for

group of people who have different doubts and

students study at.

the

co-educational

schools

questions towards the opposite sex. These doubts
can make students difficult in paying attention to

All in all, different schools have their special

their teachers so that their examination is also

character to help their students’ all-rounded

worrying. Some students may even have some

development. There is not a concrete idea whether

love affairs with their schoolmates. Regrettably,

students should go to single sex schools or not. It

students don’t have sufficient knowledge to handle

is high time for students and parents to discuss

their love affairs. Worse still is the problem of

and find their own way.

pregnant

mother before marriage. This is also a
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Whether English should be Taught by Native Speakers
Chau Ho Yin, Matthew (S7C)
Dear Editor,

I’m writing in response to the Young Post about whether English should be taught by native speakers. A
recent survey indicated that the English standard of Hong Kong students is decreasing. Some ascribe it to
local English teachers. In order to improve the situation, many people think that native English speakers
are what we need. So, what are the strengths and weaknesses of both native speakers and locals?

To start with, native English teachers can guarantee students to learn native English. As they have a full
understanding of their language without neglecting some rudimentary elements such as grammar or
some minor mistakes. This can help keep ‘Chinglish’ at arm’s length. When I was young, I was taught by
a foreign teacher. I have had a great improvement in my English standard. Since she can focus on Hong
Kong students’ weaknesses and give us tremendous amount of exercise and practice, we can accomplish
a high score in the exam.

On the contrary, Hong Kong teachers may ignore some fundamental knowledge of English. Some even
have an illusion that only through cramming can their students make a difference in learning English. As
a result, some students lose their passion in learning English, Even worse, if we recite some difficult
sentence patterns or structures without using it, we can’t memorize it for long. And this is pointless.

Another ingredient in the recipe for teaching good English is the communication and interaction between
students and teachers. For this, locals, without doubt, can achieve it easily. This is of paramount
importance as students are willing to follow their teachers once they cultivate a good relationship. Hong
Kong teachers are usually more patient than native teachers. They will listen to students’ needs and
concerns. By showering them with encouragement, support and love, students can learn in a harmonious
condition and study more effectively.

On the other hand, foreign teachers spend all the time teaching students’ knowledge. Seldom do they get
along with students. Although they endeavour to teach English, they have inadequate communication
with students. In my opinion, education and communication are equally important which a teacher should
have.

To conclude, it is wise for schools to offer a native teacher to teach English. However, they
should also consider students’ needs for Hong Kong students to learn more effectively.

Yours sincerely,
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Chris Wong

The Qualities of a Good School Principal
Chau Ho Yin, Matthew (S7C)

In

Hong

Kong,

many

people

ascribe

an

students, regrettably truly, aware of what is

outstanding school to an excellent school principal.

happening outside our city. A principal should help

A good principal affects the students of a school in

students cultivate a positive attitude towards

different aspects. Thus, having a great leader is of

world affairs. It is no doubt beneficial to students.

paramount importance for a school. So, what are

I myself have an experience of it. When I was in

the qualities of a good school principal? In what

Junior Form at Secondary School, my principal

ways do they affect students? Let’s take a more in

always shared with us his view towards social or

depth look in it.

world issues in order to introduce some in-depth
knowledge to us. It is very essential for us to have

To start with, a good principal should be aware of

a mutual understanding of the world since the

some particular students who are in need. For

world is affecting us.

example, some students’ family may encounter
financial problems or some students cannot adapt

To conclude, not only should a good principal lead

to school well since they come from a minority

their school well, they should also instil some

group. In these cases, a good principal can usually

international information to students.

deal with these matters by showing them with
encouragement, support, love and care. My
friend’s case is an example. He comes from a poor
family which even cannot afford to buy the
textbooks. He always feels upset when he is
discriminated by other wealthy students. When
our principal met him, he contacted with the
students’ family at once, and tried to understand
their plight and gave them some financial support.
Afterwards, my friend could build up a sense of
belonging to school and lead a happy life.

The second ingredient of being a good principal is
that they should encourage students learn more.
They always arouse students’ awareness of what is
happening throughout the world and help them to
foster international understanding. Seldom are
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Proposal of Motivating
Motivating Reading among Students
Chau Ho Yin, Matthew (S7C)
Dear Principal Dr. Wong,

Recently, the decreasing number of students borrowing books from the library has concerned many
teachers. It reveals that not many students have a passion to read books in their leisure time. In order to
improve the circumstance, I would suggest three ways to motivate reading among students.

Firstly, compulsory ‘English Reading Scheme’ should be implemented for junior form students. At schools,
teachers play the important roles in helping students cultivate a positive attitude towards reading.
Reading English fictions or non-fictions such as Harry Potter or Spiderman is without doubt a wholesome
way to boost students’ English standard. It is advisable for students to read an English book every month.
This scheme can help students nurture responsibility to learn English and read when they are young.

Apart from the ‘English Reading Scheme’, I suggest ‘Your favourite book for your friends’ is another
activity which can encourage students to read. Students can introduce any kinds of salutary books to their
friends which they like. What is more enticing is that they can share the reasons why they have an
unquenchable enthusiasm for reading so as to push their friends to read. One can tell the benefits of
reading. Not only can readers learn some useful vocabulary, but also explore how to write a good story
with excellent climax and impressive ending.

Lastly, I suggest a ‘Story Writing Competition’ should be held for senior form students. No one can deny
that reading can train our minds and stimulate our brains by using imagination. Through reading a book,
we can acquire the main idea of the story and the meaning of it. The more we read means the more we
learn. This competition provides a chance for students to be a creative writer. Only through reading more
stories, can students obtain more different distinctive background, scenario, climax and ending.

In fact, there are a number of ways to motivate students to read. It is incumbent on teachers to help
students build up the habit of reading regularly. Besides, students should take their own initiative to do
their utmost to read and learn. What’s more, encouraging others to read is beyond doubt beneficial to
each other. That’s why, I hope school could consider implementing the three activities at school so as to
enhance students’ awareness to read.

Yours sincerely,
Chris Wong
Student Librarian Club Chairperson
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Methods to Motivate Reading
Suen Yiu Nam (S7C)
Dear Principal,

I am writing to lodge a proposition over the ways to increase the reading habit. In view of the nose-diving
number of students borrowing books, as a chairperson of the Student Librarian Club, I am responsible to
eradicate this thorny problem. So, I would like to suggest three ways to pique the desire of reading.

First and foremost, allow reading magazines. Teenagers love reading gossip columnss and words of
sensationalism, beyond doubt is a nature of human being. It is impossible, if not preposterous to suppress
their needs. Therefore, raising their curiosity with the help of this feature might be a means of boosting
the number of borrowing books. For example, allocate around 100 HKD per month on buying magazines
in which there is a number of current affair topics. No matter how good or bad the news is, the incidents
also should not cut, such as training the determination by the matter of Edison’s sex photo scandals, or
singers Kuan Chor Yiu and Wei Si arrested for the alleged possession of marijuana and enlightenment of
mull of freedom of press by the visit of vice Premier Li Keqiang.

On top of this, set up some electro reading gadgets, iphone, ipad and so forth. That definitely is a
breakthrough in schools to implement the utilisation of electronic devices. Although students are probable
addicted to playing games I strongly believe that they won’t be going astray as long as they use in a right
way. Students not only can stick to the technology, but also they will not become a geek. How fabulous it
is! Transpiring information via electrical appliances is a proof and a prevalence we exist in this century and
make good use of those technologies.

Last but not least, set up different themes every week. Arranging teachers in charge of library to account
for separate topics is crucial to enrich students’ knowledge upon extra data. A myriad of masterpieces
including epics or plays, should be taught in schools, especially renowned Shakespeare classics so as to
enhance the interest in English literature. And make good use of time in extra reading.

I hope the Principal can accept my proposal. All students can get benefits from this project, and love
reading!

Yours faithfully,
Chris Wong
The chairperson of students Librarian Club
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On Growing
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My Dream Holiday
Chan Yat Chun (S1A)
I have a dream holiday in my mind. We can rest

hope my dream comes true.

for two months in Christmas holiday and we have
no Christmas homework. I can play my video
games for a long time. I can go to visit my aunts,
uncles and cousins. My family and I can go to the
theme park and go on a ride. I can celebrate
Christmas at home and exchange my gifts with
my friends. My mum set the Christmas dinner. We
can go to watch the fireworks at the last day of
Christmas.
It’s the best holiday in my mind but it’s not real. I

My Dream Holiday
Chan Yuen Chung (S1A)
Do you have a dream holiday? I have a dream
holiday, it lasts for a whole month in May.

This is my dream holiday, I think I’ll enjoy this

Because my birthday is in May, I want to

amazing holiday.

celebrate my birthday for a whole month and I
don’t need to do anything.

In my dream holiday, I want to go everywhere, to
try a lot of food, I like all desserts. They include
pancake, apple pie, fruit tart and chocolate ice
cream. I will eat all of them during my holiday. I
will visit every theme park, I will go on rides and
watch the shows.
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My Dream Holiday
Yeung Chi Chung (S1A)
I have a dream holiday in mind. Do you know
My dream holiday is Christmas because there are

what my dream holiday is? It is Christmas.

activities decorating home, shopping, eating
Christmas always makes people happy. It is in

Christmas

food

or

exchanging

Christmas

December. It lasts for ten days. Also, some

presents. Therefore these activities will make me

countries will snow in Christmas. Therefore it is

happy.

very cold there.
My dream holiday is always enjoyable. In
Christmas, my family members

and I

will

decorate their houses. Therefore, it is very warm.
We will also go shopping in Christmas because
the shop is not expensive. In Christmas, although
Christmas is very cold, we will eat Christmas food,
such as turkey. Then, we will also exchange
Christmas presents too. Therefore, my dream
holiday makes us very happy.

My Dream Holiday
Ng Yin Ho (S1C)
I have a dream holiday.

day I’ll have to go to cram class, so I just have
one day to relax. So, I cannot go traveling, but I

In the long holiday, many people will travel to

can play computer games.

other countries. Many students will stay at home
playing computer games. It can also let some

So, in my dream holiday, I hope I don’t need to go

stressful students to relax.

to cram class, then I can play computer games
every day with no homework. This is my dream

On normal days, I cannot relax, because every

holida
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My Dream Holiday
So Ka Fai (S1C)
My dream holiday is two months ago. I want my
family go travel with me, and I want to travel to

Then, I want to go to America. There are two

Paris and USA.

reasons: First, I want to meet the famous star –
Justin Bieber. He is my idol. So I want to go there

First, I want to go to Paris in New Year or

to meet him and take a photo with him. Also, I

Christmas. This is because there may have a

have never been there, so I want to go there.

firework show. And I heard that, Paris’s fireworks
are more beautiful than the one in Hong Kong. So

Finally, although this is just a dream, I really look

I want to go to Paris and watch the fireworks and

forward to going these two places.

buy some souvenirs back in Hong Kong.

My Dream Holiday
Wong Tse Tsun (S1D)
My dream holiday is the last holiday. Let me tell
you what happened in my dream holiday. First, I
went to Kwon Yong shopping and then I went to
eat my yummy lunch. After having lunch, I went to
Disneyland to play and shop. At last I stayed in
Disney Hotel that night and I ate a delicious dinner
there and I enjoyed all of the things in my holiday.
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My Dream Holiday
Ho Shing (S2A)
If I have a dream holiday, I will go to America to

clothing stores. Even though there are different

enjoy my holiday. It’s because in America, there

shops, but have bad things in there, it is the Land

will be a lot of fun, and it will be interesting!

where the most expensive.

In America, I will choose to go to Manhattan in

Finally, that’s my dream holiday and that also is

New York. After I arrive there, I will select a place

my dream life. Going to America is my dream!

to live there, and experience the life of a typical
New Yorker and sometimes run in Central Park.
We can also go to the nearest coffee shop to drink
a cup of coffee. After that, I will go to Barnes &
Noble Bookshop, and choose the books to read.
Of

course

I’m

not

doing

that

every

day!

Sometime go to south of Houston, I will have a
walk there and go shopping there. There are
different types of shops to visit. Some types of
shops are supermarkets, bookstores, fashion

My Dream Holiday
Tang Ho Yin (S2A)
What is my dream holiday? I have many dream holidays. But my favourite dream holiday, first, it must
have no assignment. Then, I think I can go to many countries to eat the tasty food, such as Japanese
sushi and Chinese dim sum. This is my favourite food, because they are very yummy.
After that, I want to have a family trip. We can go to Ocean Park to go
on the exciting ride, such as roller coaster or abyss. Also, we can watch
the dolphin show and visit the jellyfish. Then we can take the cable car,
I think it will be a wonderful daily travel.
Finally, I wish I can play computer game or TV games every day. But,
the main point is the dream holiday will not end.
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My Dream Holiday
Cheung Kwan To (S2B)
Sometimes, I like to design a dream holiday in my

This is my dream holiday. I want to have more time

mind.

to go to more places and I can learn more about
these places.

I can do a lot of things in my dream holiday. I want
to go to see my favourite comics and play toys.
I want to go to Japan with my family. I want to go
shopping for my favourite things. I like the mask
rider very much, I will go to find the mask rider’s
comic and toys. I will also go to eat the delicious
food such as sushi.
I will go to more scenic spots with my family in
Japan because Japan’s scenic spots are very
beautiful. I want to spend more time to watch
these beautiful places.

My Dream Holiday
Leung Ka Chun (S2B)
Next, we went to Tokyo Tower. On the top, we
could enjoy beautiful views. We felt peaceful when
seeing the view. We also bought souvenirs there.
They were unique and special.
Finally, we went to Tokyo Disneyland. Tokyo
When I was young, I had a dream holiday in my

Disneyland is bigger than Hong Kong Disneyland.

mind. I have been planning this holiday in my mind

We went on a lot of attractions, for example,

many years ago. My dream holiday is very special

Splash Mountain, Thunder Mountain and Haunted

and joyful.

Mansion. They were very interesting and exciting.
We were very happy as we played in Tokyo

In my dream holiday, first, we went to Tokyo. We

Disneyland.

ate many tasty foods there. For example, sushi,
cold noodles and sashimi. They were delicious.

All of those are my dream holiday. I will take my
family to this trip when I grow up. It will be fun!
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My Dream Holiday
Tsang Kwok Ching (S2B)
I have a dream holiday. I hope I can take a trip to
France, because it is a romantic country. I think it

Suddenly I’m awake. Even it’s just a dream, I hope

will take me eleven hours to fly there, which is very

I can visit France one day!

long. I want to visit France with my parents, or
else the trip will be boring at the beginning.
On the first day, I want to visit the Eiffel Tower, I
want to get to the top of it and have a bird’s eye of
this mountainous city. I hope I can visit many
other places of interest in France, such as Notre
Dame de Paris, L'arc de Triomphe and Musee du
Louvre. And, then I will cry and scream ‘France I
love you!’
On the next day, we want to go to have a taste of
French cuisine. It will be delicious and expensive,
and I will be very happy to eat it. I think it will be
the best food I have ever eaten.
On the last day, I will come back by plane. The trip
to France is a meaningful experience and I think I
will never forget it.

My Dream Holiday
Wong Tsz Long (S2B)
My dream holiday is interesting and we can feel

Also, if my dream holiday can be achieved, I wish

more relaxed. I had this dream holiday in my

I can taste cuisines of the world. For example, if I

mind when I was a child. And I hope my dream

go to the Japan, I will taste the food of this places.

holiday can be achieved.

I really like to eat the sushi. So I hope I can eat
sushi and sea food in famous restaurants.

My dream holiday is to travel around the world. It
is because I can understand the attractions of the

My dream holiday is to travel around the world,

world and learn many languages of the world. For

because I can relax and make friends with

example, if I go to the Britain, I will go to some

persons all around the world. So, if my dream

places to buy local goods and have cultural

holiday is really achieved, I must involve in this

exchange there. If I go to the China, I will go to

holiday!

the Great Wall to see the greatest building and
visit more places in China.
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My Dream Holiday
Chan Chak Nam (S2E)
love

hot springs. Japan has a kaleidoscope of bright

holidays

and welcoming festivals to attract travelers. And

I

very

much

because
can

I

we can eat a lot of yummy oysters. They are
always juicy and fresh.

enjoy

and relax all

The Japanese are well known for their tolerance,

the

hospitality and cheerfulness. They will ignore the

time.

My dream holiday location is Hokkaido, Japan.

small blunders of social etiquette. For a tourist it
is very difficult to go wrong. Although Hokkaido is

Having a holiday in Hokkaido, Japan is very

dangerous because of nuclear power, it is still

different from other holidays because it’s a

worth going to visit Japan. Just smile a lot is what

different country with different culture, natural

you need to do to enjoy a memorable holiday in

beauty and nice people especially the beautiful

Japan. I think I can found some interesting things

Japanese girls.

in Japan. And try some yummy food in Japan. If I
can go to Hokkaido with my friends, I think it will

Japan is a country with great, delicious food, a

be more fun.

beautiful climate, fascinating culture and great

My Dream Holiday
Choy Wai Chun (S3B)
I have already had a dream holiday in my mind. It

Hong Kong. I can widen my scope of knowledge

is so relaxing. I hope it will be in spring. It is

and I can experience different customs. I think it

because spring is very warm and I can have more

would be very attractive!

spare time to go sightseeing in nature.
Then, I hope my dream holiday lasts for 28 hours,
In my dream holiday, I would not do so much

I can have more time to do things such as

homework, I just need to do some easy exercises

sleeping, playing games and reading. I can play

so I can find my holiday life enjoyable.

games around the clock. Haha!

In my dream holiday, my family would have a

I hope everyone can have his own dream holiday

holiday too, so we can play together and go to

too!

different places that are so interesting. I think my
dream holiday can have enough days, so I can
travel to other countries that are far away from
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My Dream Holiday
Lee Chak Ming (S3B)
In a normal holiday, it is a good time for rest but

to travel.

sometimes I think it is boring. In fact, I have a
dream holiday, it is…

My dream holiday is meaningful and fun and I
hope it will come true in future. Then I will write a

In summer holiday, it is very hot and long time for

book that tells everybody how I felt in the

me to stay at home. My dream summer holiday is

journey.

that I can travel everywhere in the world.

Traveling is my favourite hobby that I want to do.
But I don’t have enough money to do so and my
mother worries about my safety.

I think traveling is good for me. Traveling can
make me learn more things like other countries.
Cultures

such

as

food

and

drink,

clothes,

building… They are interesting and this is an
important reason for me about my dream holiday.

Before I do that, I must search some information
about the country and prepare money for myself

My Dream Holiday
Tsang Chun Yin (S3B)
I have a dream holiday in my mind, it is very

that, I can eat many local foods from different

interesting and funny, in my dream holiday, it

countries all over world, just like having a buffet.

looks like …

Finally, I can play all roller coasters in the world, I
think it must be very exciting. I really wonder if it

Holiday, it is a time for us to relax. In my dream

will happen in my real life.

holiday, I can be god for 1 day. I can do anything
that I want to do. I can eat many things, do things

It is my dream holiday, in summary, my dream

and play many things. I hope that I can control

holiday must be interesting, exciting and can’t be

anything, just like other people, they just can do

boring.

anything that they want to do. Then, I want to
travel anywhere which I don’t need to pay. After
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My Dream Holiday
Chan Ho Ming (S3D)

In my mind, my dream holiday is Christmas day. I
wish to see snow in Hong Kong, a lot of children

Finally, why do I wish to have the dream holiday

use snow to make snowmen. I wish to see Santa

above? It is because it can’t happen in Hong Kong.

Claus sitting in the sleigh and give presents to

If I want to celebrate the Christmas like that, I

children. I wish there is a firework display in the

need to travel to other countries.

park. If I receive a present of a model helicopter, I
will be very happy. I think riding the sleigh to my
friend’s home and to celebrate Christmas would be
special. I wish I had no homework to do in my
holiday, so I just rejoice Christmas holiday with
others. I wish I could ski in Hong Kong with my
family on Christmas day. I want to watch the
decoration of lights in all buildings. It would be
very beautiful.

My Dream Holiday
Hui Siu Ting (S3D)

I have a wonderful dream holiday in my mind.

This dream holiday needs seven years to plan,

Many people may have the same dream, but I

because it requires a lot of money. In seven years,

have a plan to do it. My dream holiday is travelling

I will save enough money and I will surf the

around the world. It’s because I want to know

internet to find more information.

more things in the world. Also, I want to meet
different people.

My dream holiday will last for two months. I will go
to many places. For example, I will go to Beijing,
China. I will visit the Great Wall because it is a
great building of our country. Next, I will go to
Japan for sushi. I want to go skiing because Hong
Kong does not have snow. The place I want to go
to most is Australia. There are many animals, such
as kangaroos, koalas there.
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My Dream Holiday
Lau Wing Kei (S3D)
My dream holiday is Christmas holiday. I hope

will throw the snowballs to each other. We will be

Christmas will have snow. When I was young, my

so happy to play in the snow. When it was too cold,

parents took me to Japan. It was snowing there. I

we could go to have a hotpot to warm our body. So

was very happy to play in the snow. If Hong Kong

my dream holiday is a white Christmas!

snows, it will be wonderful. I will play with my
friends and make many snowmen. After that, we
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We Must Attain the True Value of Festivals
Choi Man Yau (S7A)

Nowadays,

overspending

is

a

prevalent

get back the real values of festivals.

phenomenon in the world. People always buy
many presents, new clothes in traditional and

In social and historic points of view, when we

religious festivals such as the Lunar New Year, but

forget the real values of festivals, we will lose our

these stocks are not useful and should not be

national history. Every festival is a part of history

influenced by the business advertisement. So, this

such as the Mid-Autumn festival. This history

problem has raised much society awareness. We

means that we must not forget the family. Every

must stop overspending in the festivals.

festival displays the history of the country. So, we
must protect our history.

In the environmental point of view, we always hold
parties for celebrating the festivals and unwisely

As a result, I agree that these festivals are now

buy many food and presents which will make lots

just an excuse for people to eat too much food,

of rubbish after the party because we always

give presents and buy new clothes. This is a bad

prepare too much food that can’t be eaten by

phenomenon and we must try to change those.

people. These rubbish will bring a big problem for
the landfills because many types of rubbish are
made of plastic that are non-biodegradable. The
plastic rubbish will stay in the landfill for over fifty
years.

From my point of view, religious festivals have
their own real value such as the Lunar New Year is
for

family

gathering

and

staying

together;

Christmas is for celebrating the birth of Jesus
Christ. This is not a good phenomenon. We are
always affected by shops and advertisements.
They encourage people to buy in festivals for
raising profit but they make us forget the festivals’
real value. A lot of people overspend. So, we must
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The Significance behind Holidays
Pun Ho Ling (S7A)

Most festivals have their significance behind the

people desire a holiday to relax. Traditional or

holiday. However, most people, either Chinese or

religious holidays become great opportunities for

western people have become isolated from the

them. They would like to do nothing rather than

significance of traditional and religious festival.

doing something which is related to the festival.

They only care about the vacation brought by the

Because of such situations, people may forget the

festival.

significance of festivals and keep doing nothing
during the festival.

First, I would like to talk about the first reason,
commerce. Nowadays, people are easily attracted

In the past, for example, the mid-Autumn festival

by commercial organizations or companies. Most

was a festival gathering whole members of a family.

companies will promote their sales during the

They eat moon cakes and see the moon together

festival

and the most important thing was family gathering.

vacation

for

attracting

customers.

Therefore, many people will only pay attention to

However, nowadays, it is easy to see your relatives

buy goods such as clothes, digital products. People

even if he or she does not live at the same place

thus would forget the real value of the religious

with you. You just need to take a bus, train, ferry

and traditional festivals.

or even aeroplane, and then you can see your
relatives. Because we can see our relatives so

Moreover, the promotion of companies is also a

easily, people will not care about the festival

reason to make people forget the importance of

anymore.

festivals.

something else that they want to do.

As

you

know,

the

communication

They

can

put

the

festival

to

do

network is well-developed. People can receive
different types of messages easily. So, most

Furthermore,

companies

some advertisements

become a reason to make people forget the real

through the mass media. It makes people become

value of festivals. As you know, we can eat

interested in buying, eating, playing or even

different types of special foods in different festivals

travelling around the world only, forgetting the

such as moon cakes in the mid-autumn festival

core aims of festivals.

and rice-dumpling in the lunar New Year. Because

would

send

mouth-watering

food

has

also

there are too many delicious foods, people thus
Besides, busy work is also a reason to make people

only pay attention to those foods instead of the

forget the real value of festivals. For example,

festival.

Hong Kong is one of the busiest cities in the world.
Most people have to work six days a week or even

There is another special thing for children only.

seven days. They do not have enough time and

The lunar New Year has a rule: if you are married,

space to relax or take a rest. Therefore, most

you have to give pocket money to children and
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those who are unmarried and younger than you.

Last but not least, because of different reasons,

Therefore, most children think that Lunar New

people have forgotten the real value of any

Year is a time to collect pocket money. They totally

festivals. Festivals will not be significant anymore.

do not know the significance of Lunar New Year.

If we want to continue those traditional spirits, we

Because of the special rule of the lunar New Year,

have to improve our attitude. Otherwise, nothing

children will no longer know the core value of the

will be changed. So, I absolutely agree that the

festival.

traditional or religious festivals no longer have any
real value.
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Traditional Festivals are the Spirit of the Society
Chan Cheuk Hei (S7B)

Good morning principal, vice principals, teachers

time to care for their children. In the presence of

and fellow schoolmates. Before starting today’s

festivals, it brings legal holidays which give a good

topic, I would like to wish you a Merry Christmas.

opportunity for family gatherings. For example, we

Today my speech is related to Christmas, it is

visit different relatives’ homes to share our

about the fundamental values of festivals.

happiness and presents during the Chinese New
Year. Sons and daughters gave their gift cards and

A few months ago, before Halloween, critics had

flowers to their parents on Mother’s day and the

once again wondered the true value of these

whole family sit together to have a great supper on

traditional and religious festivals were faded out

Christmas Eve. All these are true values brought to

nowadays. They claimed that these festivals were

families. Festivals have given a chance for parents

just an excuse for people to eat too much food,

and students to release their pressure and share

give presents and buy new clothes. I firmly

their happiness together. Ultimately, festivals help

disagree with this statement. In my opinion, they

maintain a harmonious family.

have neglected the values festivals brought to
families and societies.

Not just families, societies have benefited a lot due
to the presence of festivals. In Hong Kong, tourism

To start with, I would like to define the true

is one of the most important income sources. Each

meanings

are

year, Hong Kong Tourism Council arranges lots of

presented as memorial dates for great heroes,

activities to celebrate festivals and to attract

such as Mr. Shun Chong Shan, for mothers and

tourists. Some celebrations stand more than years,

fathers, and for religious legends, such as Jesus

such as the tremendous parade in the Chinese

Christ. The other festivals are traditional festivals

New Year. Lots of colourful cars and great dancing

for celebrations such as Chinese New Year. All of

teams entertained almost ninety thousand tourists

these

and citizens in Tsim Sha Tsui. Also, we have a

of

have

festivals.

a

long

Some

history

festivals

through

many

generations that we should respect and follow.

traditional dragon boat competition during dragon
boat festivals. The competition shows some great

I am sure that all of us have some numerous

Chinese traditional culture to the foreign tourists.

memories during festivals with parents. Indeed,

In recent years, many foreigners have participated

traditional and religious festivals have given a lot

in the competition in Stanley Bay. Both events

to families. In Hong Kong, many parents put most

have attracted numbers of tourists and income to

of their effort on work, but less on their children

society that we should never neglect.

and relatives. We have heard a lot about children’s
drug

and

sex

addiction

reports

through

Could you imagine a year without festivals? All of

newspapers. One of the reasons is parents lack

us will lose our fun memories. Hong Kong will lose
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its attraction to tourists. Apart from that, the long
traditional culture will become hard to maintain.
Everyone will lose their holidays and family
gatherings. Will the loss of festivals benefit a lot
more to the society? Can we live without festivals?

We must confess that under commercialism, we
have put a lot of money but less time and effort
during the festivals. However, we should respect
and follow the traditional culture, find out the true
meaning of festivals by our heart. Then we shall
pay more and more time to care for our family, and
people around us. Festivals should be defined as
more than just holidays, they are the spirit of the

society.
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How Music Can Change Your Life
Wong Chung Hang (S7B)

Music plays an important part in giving you

regions of the world.

happiness and joy.
Music has many types. You may want to listen to
Music

different kinds of music when you are in different

brings fun,

moods. Some music energizes you, some music
brings tears to your eyes and some sparks a
special memory of a time, place, food, situation or
a person. Music is always relaxing. It reduces your
stress, and makes you happier.

entertainment and joy to your life. Music has a

Do you like music? Hope you all can appreciate it

power to touch your inner feelings and give you a

as a part of your life and wish your life will be well

desire to achieve something better in life. Music is

improved because of music.

a universal language which is accepted by all
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Computers
Wong Ho Fu (S7B)

In this day and time, computers play an important

How would you acquire information without the

role

of

aids of the Internet? Therefore, I think we should

information technology, computers are widely

go back to basics sometimes to prepare ourselves

used in every aspect of people’s work and life. Can

to be able to tackle problems without using

you imagine what our world would be like without

computers in our daily life. For example, doing

computers?

research by refering to resources and references in

in

our

life.

With

the

development

libraries. I believe that we can discover a lot more
Wherever we are, it is impossible to avoid seeing a
computer around us. It is because most machines
and data managing systems are controlled by
computers nowadays, for example, the products
management system in retailer chains, and even
the automatic driving system of airplanes.

Apart from this, we can also acquire tones of
information on computers through the Internet
conveniently. It provides us with plenty of valuable
information

and

resources

in

alltypes

from

academic resources to international news.

Despite all the advantages that is brought about
by computers, we should never rely on it blindly.
What if your computers break down somehow?

and be inspired.
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Are Science and Technology good for us?
Chiu Ka Wai (S7C)

Recently,

we

have

invented

many

high

the data and improve our life.

technological products like i-phone, robots. They
make our life more convenient. Now, we can surf

However, science and technology have destroyed

the Internet when we are walking in the street. We

our environment seriously. No matter producing

couldn’t imagine this situation in the past. But, do

computers, robots and mobile phones, heavy

science and technology make our life better than

metal wastes are created during the production or

before? Let us explore this topic now.

throwing away the electronic products. Heavy
metals are at odds with other rubbish like paper,

First of all, science and technology make our life

plastic and organic wastes. They can’t be recycled

safer. It is clear that some robots help us work in

or reused, they will not be decomposed by bacteria.

dangerous places like detecting in the sea under

In fact, many countries with high technology like

high pressure, touching the bombs and having an

USA would like to transfer their heavy metal

adventure in tropical forests. Technology gives a

wastes to other poor countries like China. After a

big help to us since it decreases the number of

long period, how can we throw away the heavy

people who die when they are working in

metal wastes if the poor countries are full of

dangerous environment. Also, with the help of

rubbish?

science

and

technology,

we

can

detect

earthquakes more easily and accurately. In the

To conclude, we should not neglect the problems

past, we had insufficient knowledge about the

which have been brought by electronic products. I

information of earthquakes. We can’t tell other

hope science and technology can reduce the

citizens to leave their home when the earthquake

amount of heavy metal wastes in the future.

occurs. Now, we can handle technology and the
number of people who died in natural disasters has
reduced rapidly.

Not only can we save our life, science and
technology can help us know more about our world.
A glimpse of the newspapers is enough to bewilder
any reader with news about how technological
products change our life. It is the Internet that we
can know more about the world without leaving
home. Since the robots help us detect the sea
under high pressure, we can know the living style
of animals in the sea. It is useful that we can study
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Is Cosmetic Surgery Worthwhile?
Lung Tsz Yin (S7C)

In recent years, many super stars, pop stars or

matter of nature, which is not related to the

even singers were reported by the mass media,

outlook at all.

that they have been suspected of carrying out
cosmetic surgery, and the trend is uprising. These

On the other hand, among the older generation

‘news’

somehow

there is a large majority who strongly accuses and

persuading the public to carry out cosmetic

criticizes cosmetic surgery. They think this is

surgery. Cosmetic surgery is undoubtedly a high

against the traditional etiquette, by putting those

technology

different

plastic stuffs into the body or even injecting botox.

opinions toward this advanced technique. Some

To be honest, there is also a risk of changing the

denounce that this is unnatural and unreal while

body. Even for the advanced technology today,

some claim that this is their freedom to spend their

there are still many unknown risks in carrying out

money in an exchange for beauty.

cosmetic surgery.

reported

by

surgery,

the

but

media

there

is

are

Many cosmetic surgery companies hire pop stars
to be their spokesman, in order to raise public’s

From my point of view, I see both pros and cons on

attention, especially women. Jacqueline Chong is a

this argument reasonable. But I can only accept it

typical example of breast enlargement. Actually

to a certain extent. I can accept the people who

nowadays, cosmetic surgery is quite a big market,

suffer from birth defects. Some may have a

particularly

for

strange or odd appearance, these people can do

cosmetic surgery mainly believe that changing

cosmetic surgery to recover to a normal outlook,

their appearance can give a hand on their work or

preventing discrimination.

for

women.

People

who

go

on finding their mate. They claim that having this
advanced surgery can help them in gaining

In conclusion, I agree that everyone has the right

confidence.

to decide doing artificial surgery or not. But I
kindly suggest people to think twice. After all there

To verify the validity of their claim, we must look at

are still unknown risks. I do not think that it is

the pin-point idea. How can confidence being

worthwhile to put ourselves at risk in exchange for

gained. From my point of view, confidence is the

appearance! Think before you act!
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The Gap between Study and Career
Evans Ng (S7C)

Nowadays, many students would like to have a

local

students.

The

purpose

“gap year”, which is having a job before getting in

education is developing the critical thinking of

the university. The “gap year” has become popular

students. Unfortunately, the students only focus

in the US and UK. Many parents say that their

on exams but not the skills in learning. Hence, it

children are not that mature. Now, there is a

induces the lack of critical thinking by adding a

chance to be mature by taking a “gap year” after

“gap year” in Hong Kong, students can be mature

secondary school.

and satisfy the purpose of education.

As we know that the minimum entrance of

Apart from schools, the career is also important in

companies is not only your bachelor or master in

your future. Most of the companies demand the

university, but also the working experience. Since

employees to have working experience. They think

many companies would like to have the employees

that working experience is more important than

who have critical thinking skills. Taking a “gap

academic

year” can develop communication skill, and a

experience, most of the companies would not

sense of independence. These kinds of skills can

employ the job seekers.

performance.

of

Hong

Without

Kong

working

also be applied in your school or your life. After
passing through the “gap year”, you will be mature

The “gap year” totally fits the demand of social

enough to be independent of your family and have

abilities, it also fits in the purpose of education. I

your own decision.

think the “gap year” will benefit the students. It
will lead Hong Kong to become more professional

In fact, many students can not apply the academic
knowledge in their work. Since they are not all
filled with the knowledge they learned in school
into their career. After the “gap year”, students
would be concerned that getting in university is
not that necessary as we think. They will be
confused when making a choice between career
and school life. The “gap year” might affect the
future of students and their decision.

People argue that Hong Kong education system
should accept to have a “gap year” as essential to

than before.
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The Gap Year
Wong Yat Sang (S7C)

In western countries like the United Kingdom or
the United States, many students take a year off
(which is called the “gap year”) after secondary
schools to gain working experience and become
more mature before they enter university. But is it
really worthwhile to spend a year of education on
work? Let’s discuss its pros first.

Economic

status

is

definitely

one

of

the

considerations of taking a “gap year”, students
usually require a large amount of money to
support their expenses in universities. However,

meet are gang members or criminals? It cannot

not every family can provide full financial support

guarantee that all the people they meet in their

for their children, so the students need to find

work will bring 100% positive effects to the

another path other than getting scholarship,

students as they are not mature enough to stand

working for a year is surely a straight way to earn

against the dark side of the society. The students

money. Moreover, there are a lot of benefits for

may get into a wrong crowd easily.

students to learn from their jobs, they can enlarge
their social circles by meeting adults in different

In my point of view, I would surly take a year off if

areas instead of just wandering around with their

this were acceptable in Hong Kong’s educational

friends. These adults will be great tutors for the

system. I believe the value of working before

students to get into the society as universities are

getting into universities is much greater than the

also a place for students to be well-prepared for

risks. It is very essential to build up your social

the challenge in their lives.

network. If you want to be successful in your
career path, taking a “gap year” is a double-edged

However, taking a year off means delaying the

blade but you can only gain while you are willing to

time to graduate from universities, it would offer a

learn to be independent after working in the

way for students to evade from getting out to

society. It is important to mind that the reality is

society, as the “gap year” does not monitor if the

not as kind as we think. The knowledge learnt in

students go to work or not, they may simply get a

school cannot be applied in maintaining social

year of holiday to play and time will be wasted.

relationship and that can only be learnt after you

Furthermore, meeting with adults in society

get into the society.

sounds very positive, but what if the adults they
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Spend Time
Time and Money in Karaoke Lounges Wisely
Wong Yiu Chung (S7C)

Karaoke has become more and more and more

unwise to waste too much time singing songs. I

popular in Hong Kong nowadays. A lot of young

think people should go to Karaoke about once a

people spend time and money to go to Karaoke

month at most. Singing in a karaoke room will help

lounges. Why’s Karaoke so popular? This is

us relax but also make people feel tired. So don’t

because Karaoke lounge is a good place to relax

go to karaoke every day.

and to sing loudly.
Personally, karaoke lounges give me a bad image
Today lots of young people have at least one idol.

because it provides alcoholic drinks. There will be

Most of their fans love singing their songs. The

lots of problems caused if people drink too much.

only place where people can do that is in the

Also, people will have no energy and clear mind

Karaoke lounges. We can sing loudly while not

the next day. It makes people always late for work.

affecting other people sleep. In Hong Kong, there
are not enough place to live in, some families are

In conclusion, singing in karaoke lounges have

closely packed in a building. If we sing songs in our
home, it will probably affect other people’s living
conditions.

Also, the design of the Karaoke room is for
relaxation and enjoyment. Nowadays, students
need to go to school for learning and have heavy
workloads, adults also have their busy work
schedule or meetings. They have less time to relax
themselves. People will have emotional problems if
they focus on their work or study for a long time.
Thus, relaxation is very important for a busy

advantages and disadvantages. We should do the

worker. That’s why Karaoke is so widely enjoyed.

right things in a karaoke room to enjoy the songs.
Don’t spend too much money and time for these

But on the other hand, if we go to Karaoke lounges

kinds of activities. We should have self-control

too often, it will affect our daily life. As mentioned

every time.

before, students have their homework and regular
exams, workers have busy meetings and heavy
workloads. If they go to Karaoke too often, it will
waste so much time. Time is money, it is very
42
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My Community
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Chan Chun Kit (S4A)
If you ask me what a world city is, I will probably

between two political and religious parties in the

tell you this: “A world city is a city which has a

territory. It is exactly one essential indicator

well-developed economic system going along

attracting

with an organized urban plan. These two main

enhance our territory income and hence our GDP,

qualities are the foundations of shaping the

our living standard.

foreign

investment

which

further

“worldliness” of a city.
A world city should be the one with adequate
Hong Kong is an example of a city with a fabulous

systems

economic system. Given its special geographical

international. Geographical advantage is one of

locations, Hong Kong can easily become a global

the most important qualities which are the

stage for all sorts of business transactions, trades

absolute advantage of Hong Kong in phase of

and investments to be made between every

other countries in the world. Hong Kong is a world

single financial entity in the world. Hong Kong’s

city.

unique

geographical

mobility

has

enabled

different markets to connect to each other since it
is located in the time zone right in between East
and West. In the twentieth century, Hong Kong is
definitely a national and global economy entity –
one 24-hour operated and connected economic
system.
Also, Hong Kong is famous for its high living
standards under the roof of a successful urban
plan. The government has successfully fostered a
secure environment for all inhabitants – a city of
life with law and order. At the same time, there
are various job opportunities so that we can
maintain our percentage of unemployed and
underemployed. Our political situation, though at
times quite chaotic, it is still comparatively stable
in which we have no worries of wars occurring
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Yau Tsz Kin (S4D)
A world city should be beautiful, Hong Kong is a

also we can live in Hong Kong. If we have air

good example. Hong Kong is a good place,

pollution, it will make Hong Kong hot and people

because there are a lot of people and a lot of

will feel bad. If we have noise pollution, we can’t

places to play. People from different countries

hear anything. If we have water pollution, we

come to Hong Kong. However, Hong Kong still

can’t drink fresh water every day.

needs to work on some other qualities.
Finally, I think Hong Kong should be aware of
The first important quality is money, because

these three important qualities, because these

money is essential for achieving a lot of things,

can make Hong Kong be a good world city. Then,

for example, using money to buy food to help a

a lot of people will come to Hong Kong, so Hong

lot of poor people, And using money to build

Kong would be an exciting city.

something for people. So they can have a place to
live. The money can make Hong Kong more
beautiful and comfortable to live in.
The second important quality is food, because
food can save our life. In Hong Kong we have a lot
of poor people every day who do not have enough
food. If we don’t have food, we may die or have
no power to work.
The third important quality is the environment.
Pollution makes people feel bad and sick. Air
pollution is the most serious in Hong Kong. Good
air can make foreigners come to Hong Kong, and
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Chu Kin Ming (S4E)
In my opinion, I think it is essential for a world

other companies, the method to pursue economic

city

It

sustainability is not considered the cost of

includes three important qualities, environmental

production only. They also need to take the cost

sustainability, economic sustainability and social

of environment and society into consideration.

sustainability.

to

attain

sustainable

development.

city

Don’t think that each development is in a single

needs to consider about three factors and keep a

direction. The government also needs to provide

balance among them. If the city can do that, it

more job opportunities for people to regulate the

will become a well-developed and wonderful city.

unemployment rate and pursue a well-developed

During

development,

the

economy.
Protect the environment is the main idea of
environmental sustainability. People also need to

The main ideas of social sustainability are to

consider about the needs of future generations.

pursue social stability and raise quality of life of

Thus during each development, people must

people. The government should be able to satisfy

reduce the damage of the environment and the

people’s

effects of nature as far as possible to avoid

educational level and healthcare services, ensure

various environmental problems such as air

people’s freedom and ensure equitable treatment.

pollution, and maintain the biodiversity. People

These can improve people’s quality of life and

also need to treasure the natural resources such

pursue social stability. Protect various cultural

as trees, oil and coal. And don’t consume the

heritages and maintain social diversity is also

resources excessively. People should save some

important in pursuing social sustainability. The

natural resources for the future generations to

government should promote various cultural

meet their own needs. These assignments enable

activities and preserve all rare and valuable

the ecosystem works perpetually and achieves

cultural heritages. Let the future generations

the environmental sustainability.

enjoy a pluralistic cultural heritage and impart to

basic

needs

such

as

improving

their future generations.
Sustainable economic development isn’t like the
traditional model of economic development. It

If the city maintains environmental, economic

takes the cost of nature and society into

and social sustainability, it can pursue sustainable

consideration besides the cost of production. If

development. If the environment status is good,

the development does not harm the environment

the economy flourishes and the society is stable

and society and pursues long-term economic

and

benefits at the same time, it can reach economic

spectacular, well-developed and perfect world

sustainability. No matter the government or the

city.
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Three Important Qualities
Qualities of a World City
Lai Shing Hin (S4E)
A world city for me is flourishing, with a lot of light
and many types of tourists. There are three

Thirdly, a world city should provide many kinds of

essential qualities which a world city should have:

delicious food and drinks to the tourists from

great environment, good economy and delicious

different countries. Hong Kong is a good example,

food and drinks.

Hong Kong provides different food for people,
include Japanese food, Thai food, Malay food,

Firstly, I think a world city should have an

American food. It attracts many kinds of tourists

excellent environment. Air quality of a world city

to Hong Kong. As a result, a place with different

should be very good so that the residents stay

types of food can attract more tourists than a

healthy and many tourists crave to visit this good

place that just has local food. A world city should

air’s city. Besides we can have better health,

also have different food cultures, such as fast

government’s medical expenditure can decrease

food culture, food culture of America (listening to

if we have good health and tourism’s income can

songs when having meal) and food culture of

increase.

Japan (watching dances when having a meal).

Secondly, I am sure that the economy is an index

At last, I want to say a world city needs three

to describe a city flourishing or not. Economy of a

requirements,

world city is very important, if Hong Kong’s

economy and different kinds of food and drinks.

economy is not good, the city can’t do anything,

These three qualities can make tourists happy

no delicious food, no beautiful bags, no any

during their journey. Therefore, a world city

special

should have these three qualities.

attraction.

Therefore,

economy

is

significant for a city. For instance, a government
which provides more job opportunities in building
the third runway can help unemployment rate
decrease. It is a condition a world city should
have. I think everyone working is already enough
for a world city. Try to compare Hong Kong with
Ethiopia. I think Hong Kong is many times better
than Ethiopia. In addition, if a city has good
economic

foundation,

the

government

can

provide assistance to the people who suffer. The
most critical thing is we can provide beautiful
goods, lights for the tourists to appreciate. These
are the qualities a world city should have.
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
So Kwok Yuk (S4E)
What is a world city? For me, I think that a world

everywhere. But I can tell you, traditional food is

city should be a well-known city, have a stable

another way to make a city become well-known.

economic

sustainable

Different cities have their own traditional food

development on their infrastructures, such as

and some traditional food become famous so that

greenbelt etc.

it makes the city become famous too. Hong Kong

system

and

have

is a good example, stinky tofu and clay pot rice is
Not only those conditions mentioned above, but it

some kinds of traditional food. They are famous

also needs to include three important qualities:

in the world and they taste good so that Hong

landmark, freedom and food. If a city can reach

Kong can attract more people because of the food

those conditions and three important qualities

and then become famous.

that I mentioned, it will become a world city very
In conclusion, landmark, freedom and food are

soon.

three important qualities for a world city. If the
Landmark is one of the important qualities, as I

city has those qualities, it will become a world city

said a world city should be a well-known city. How

very soon.

to become well-known? It should have some
landmarks to attract more and more tourists to
visit this city. Cairo is a good example. Cairo has
become famous because of the Pyramid.
Freedom is one of the important qualities that
must not be missed and ignored. There are
different kinds of freedom. All of them are
priceless because if you lose your freedom, you
can’t do everything that you want to do.
Economic freedom is one kind of freedom. It
means that you can trade with anyone without
any block and have fair trades or deals. This
freedom is vital to build a stable and perfect
economic system. Hong Kong is a good example.
Until now, we can trade with anyone and have fair
trades and deals because of economic freedom.
Some may ask why food is one of the important
qualities. Food is normal and we can eat
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Cheung Hok Him (S5A)
the city.

Hong Kong, Paris, New York all are famous world
cities in the world. These cities have a lot of
different important qualities. I think the economic,

So, a world city should have a stable political

political situation and a good environment are very

situation, good economy and a good environment.

important for a world city.

These are the three important qualities of a world
city.

First, the economic situation is very important for
a world city, it is because the economy will affect
the quality of life of the city people. For example,
the unemployed rate will indicate the unemployed
population. If the unemployed rate is high, it
means a lot of people lose their jobs. It will
influence social harmony and stability. If the
unemployed rate is low, it means many people
have jobs and therefore the society will attain
harmony and stability. The economy is very
important.
Second, political situation is important. Political
situation will influence the people who live in this
city. The business man will choose the city to
invest where the political situation is stable. Some
cities in North Korea and Thailand have risks and
the businessman won’t invest in these cities.
Finally, the environment is an important quality
too. The biggest problem is pollution, including
water pollution, air pollution, light pollution, noise
pollution and land pollution. A world city must
have a lot of tourists in it. Pollution will affect local
people and tourists. The first image to tourists is
very important, it will influence the impression of
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Lee Chun Hin (S5A)

Besides a good economic development, and
excellent tourism development is also a very
important quality to become a world city. A good
tourism development can help promote the city
and introduce it to tourists. Not only tourism
development can encourage a city to become a
famous one, but also can help increase customers
purchasing power and willingness to buy. As a
result, a well-organised tourism development is a
vital element in order to become a world city.
Finally, cultural exchange is also a major quality to
become an international city. Cultural exchange is
a process to fuse different cultures together in one
place and co-exist in a harmonious way. It is very
important because this can help the city to
preserve its own culture and heritage as well as
A world city needs to have many different good

forming a new lifestyle by learning from other

qualities. These qualities are the stepping stone of

countries’ cultures.

becoming an international city. There are three
important qualities for a world city, economic

To conclude, the above three important qualities,

development, tourism development and cultural

economic development, tourism development and

exchange.

cultural exchange are the qualities which a world
city should have. Therefore we have to carefully

First of all, economic development is a crucial

understand these qualities in order to become a

element. A good economy can bring prosperity to

successful, famous, international world city.

the city and wealth to its citizens. If a city does not
have a good economic development, the city can’t
gain capital and can’t bring a high standard of
living to its own people. So a world city should
have a good economic development.
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Three Important Qualities for a World City
Lee Johnmark M (S5A)
A world city is a place that has high educational

dedication in their professions, like business and

level,

politics.

citizens’

sense

of

belongings

and

infrastructure. These run a world city.
The last thing is infrastructure. Infrastructure like
Educational level shows how the city’s qualities are.

transport,

The higher the educational level, the better

necessary for the convenience of citizens.

power

stations

and

airports

are

qualities the city has. Educational level determines
the people’s knowledge, life style and standard in

Hong Kong is one model of the world cities that has

the city. Like in the United States, people know not

lots of infrastructure.

only about themselves, but also others.
In conclusion, at educational level, sense of
People can communicate in the right way with

belonging

others, and reduce the seriousness of cultural

qualities to bring a city to the world class.

conflicts. High educational level is important to a
world city. Next is citizen’s sense of belongings.
This is also an important quality that a world city
should have. A city is constructed by its citizens,
who should have a sense of belonging to the city,
that makes people feel the city is their home but
not only where they live. In this way, people would
contribute willingly to the city and pay tax
honestly.
People in Hong Kong and New York, they treat
cities as the place to work for, the place that keep
them safe and sound. A strong sense of belonging
encourages

social

training

and

individual
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Chiu Yuk Fai (S5B)
According to a research from Consumer Council,

international languages, like English, so as to

the so-called ‘world cities’ do not perform well.

enable the citizens to have a higher chance to do

From my point of view, world cities should include

prosperous jobs.

several qualities including convenient transport
system, fair law and order and well-developed

Therefore, to become a world city, I would suggest

education system.

the government improve these three important
qualities. The government should build more

First of all, world cities should have a convenient

highways and express trains, to shorten the

transport system because a convenient transport

distance between the city and country. Thus, more

system enables tourists to go everywhere. For

tourists

will

be

attracted.

A

well-developed

example, the Mainland is a big country with 1.3

education also indirectly helps the boost of tourism

billion people. It especially needs a convenient

by ensuring the easy communication between the

transport system for easy travelling of the tourists

tourists and citizens. To secure the position in the

and citizens. In recent years, the Mainland has

world, the government needs to invest more

developed new transportation routes, like express

resources in improving the transport system, the

trains and highways. Not only can travellers and

law system and the education system.

citizens travel efficiently, more goods can be
transported on safer routes. In view of this,
convenient

transport

system

also

facilitates

logistics in the city.
Law and order is also important for world cities.
Fair law and order can ensure the safety of a city.
For instance, in South Africa, abduction and
kidnapping are common. On the contrary, London,
where law system is well-developed, serious
crimes

are

greatly

discouraged.

So,

well-developed law and order can ensure the
safety of tourists and citizens.
Finally,

a

well-developed

education

system

ensures more citizens a higher education. World
cities usually have an international place in the
world. To maintain a high Gross Domestic Product
(GDP),

world

cities

needs

a

well-developed

education system to allow the citizens to have
higher education, to increase the training of
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Lau Chi Ho (S5B)
According to a news article on tourists’ comment

the city directly. The system, which ensures

shopping in different cities, Hong Kong, the

convenience on the ground, in the sea or in the air,

so-called ‘world city’, does not perform well.

may include buses, ferries and rail systems. For

However, I think Hong Kong is a world city because

the

it includes several must-have qualities as below.

immediately think of the rail system as the most

regional

transport,

most

people

may

convenient transport system, such as London
First, world cities should possess a well-developed

Underground,

education system. Strong and popular educational

developed through the city for more than 100

system can care for young citizens of different

years. For the international transport, aeroplanes

ages. Kindergarten, primary school, secondary

are

school and university are the 4-stage structure of

point-to-point service with the shortest travelling

our education system. ’12-year free education’ is a

time. Therefore, in the case of Hong Kong, the

policy which guarantees Hong Kongers to have a

government should build the third runway for the

basic educational background. This policy can

continuous development of the economy.

ensure

citizens

are

equipped

with

which

inevitably

the

has

best

been

extensively

choice

to

offer

basic

life-surviving skills in society. Furthermore, with

Third, world cities should possess a representative

more people receiving higher education, more

government. The prime minister or chief executive

people have a greater chance to do more

or the president and his government should be set

prosperous

accountants,

up via elections by the eligible citizens. The law,

architects, District Council members, auditors.

citizens’ rights, political liberty, the freedom of

Therefore, education is the determinant factor of

economy and speech should be protected by the

having prosperous jobs and basic knowledge.

elected government. For political liberty, a healthy

Hence, to become a world city, we should urge the

environment should comprise different political

government to improve the education system. For

parties and the citizens have rights to participate

example, Hong Kong should implement 15-year

in any

free education policy.

judiciary should ensure everyone to have fair

jobs,

for

example,

political

activities.

Also,

independent

judgment.
Second, convenient transport system is one of the
most important qualities of a world city. Transport

To conclude, important qualities of a world city

is a system which allows people to travel from are

should include a well-developed education system,

location to another. A convenient transport system

a

is a network that enables people to go elsewhere in

representative government.
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Yeung Ho Yin (S5D)
When it comes to the question of what important

Additionally, we need to take the environment into

qualities of a world city should have, most people

account. Now many cities are facing the problem

are unanimous in their answers – a good state of

of pollution. Even in some metropolises, the

economy is paramount for a world city. But after

gravity of the situation is increasingly bad. In

thinking deeply about it, you will discover that

Beijing, the development of ironworks causes

there are many things much more important than

serious air-pollution. But on the other hand in

it.

Switzerland, people are so healthy because of the
beautiful surroundings and good air quality. Thus,

Undoubtedly, a stable economic environment is

a perfect environmental condition should likely be

necessary for every city. Not only can we keep the

the important quality of a world city.

unemployment

rate

economy

attracts

also

under

control,

more

a

good
Unfortunately,

foreign-funded

there

is

no

world

city

with

enterprises. For example, China benefits greatly

perfection now. To create one, the government

from such superiority. However, it is not one of the

should promote equality whereas people should

important qualities to me.

learn to be happy and relaxed. As a resident, we
have to love our living place. With the concerted

A world city should have a great tolerance towards

efforts and cooperation of people around the world,

contrary points of view. In many less-developed

more and more world cities will be built in the

countries, human rights abuse is a malady

future very soon.

afflicting society. People cannot choose their own
religion, let alone express their opinion. Luckily in
Hong Kong, everybody has an equal chance. We all
have

freedom

of

speech.

There

is

always

consultation of different policies before addressing
them. We have enough ways to share our thoughts.
People are treated with respect and dignity.
Therefore, I think diversity and equality are
important for a world city. Apart from human
rights, the Gross National Happiness is what we
need to consider. In this day and age, most people
are affected by materialism. Especially in the
developed countries, they have a good deal of
money; nevertheless, they do not really feel happy.
For instance, terrorism has cast a shadow over
many Americans. In my opinion, material comfort
is not an essential part of a world city. Instead,
happiness is invaluable to the social development
of a world city.
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Cheung Fei Hung (S5D)
What city can be regarded as a world city? In my

really a challenge to a world city because those

opinion, a world city must be economically

rare diseases may cause a serious loss of

developed,

different

economic and life property such as SARS in 2003.

countries all over the world, and has its own

It was truly a disaster to Hong Kong, but Hong

unique culture.

Kong was never beaten and showed great courage

contains

people

from

and determinations to fight back and finally
Firstly, I think inclusiveness is one of the three

succeed. Through this, we can see the importance

qualities of a world city. As a matter of fact, lots of

of courage to a world city.

people from various areas have settled down in a
world city. Hong Kong, for example, there are

In conclusion, the three important qualities of a

many people who come from mainland China,

world city are inclusiveness, innovation and

South Asia, UK etc. We should treat them as one of

courage. Without these qualities, a city is not a

us, not to discriminate against them, or show

world city at all.

disrespect towards them. Without inclusiveness, a
city could not be considered as a real world city.
Secondly, innovation is another important quality
of a world city. As a world city is usually in high
development. So it is critical for a world city to
create something there are not the same as other
cities. Not only economic, but also culture. Thus,
when people talk about some world cities, it
reminds them of their distinctive characteristics.
For instance, Hong Kong’s financial industry is
famous throughout the world. Lastly, courage is
the last thing that is important to a world city. It’s
true that a world city have very tight connections
with others. The economic activities and cultural
activities among them are very frequent. With a
large amount of personnel exchanges, some rare
diseases are very easily spread in the city. It’s
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Environmental Protection in Hong Kong
Chan Lap Sun (S7B)

In recent years, citizens in Hong Kong are trying

request,

their best to heal the earth. They had better

Moreover, supermarkets also use biodegradable

consideration towards the environment in all sorts

plastic bags instead of the traditional ones. All

of

these issues have greatly reduced the usage of

life.

Besides,

organisations

an

who

increasing
support

number

of

environmental

while

each

bag

charges

0.5

HKD.

plastic bags, and lessened the land pollution.

protection are also concrete evidences to show
that Hong Kong people have started to show

Apart from the pollution, the energy consumption

concern about the environment more.

of the city should also be concerned when we want
to be more environmentally friendly. In my opinion,

Reducing polluting should be the most important

two approaches should be done to use energy in a

aspect when we try to be environmentally friendly.

better way. They are reducing the waste and using

In Hong Kong, the light pollution and land pollution

more efficient way to produce energy. In terms of

had been improved these days. In the past, the

reducing wastage, the government has done many

electrical advertisement boards in Mong Kok never

promotions in schools and in different media

stop lighting, even after 1:00 am. This causes a

channels, they ask citizens to travel by public

huge waste of energy and the strong light also

transport instead of private cars. They also

affects the sleeping quality of the nearby residents.

encourage citizens to buy energy conservative

After several discussions in the government, the

electronic goods with reference to energy labels on

light pollution in Mong Kok is now under control as

the goods. In schools, teachers told students to

new

The

turn off the lights when leaving the classroom and

advertisement boards should be turn off after

turn on the air conditioner only when the weather

12:00 at night and the light boards should also be

is really hot. All these help to reduce the waste of

well-designed to reduce the amount of light

energy in different aspects of life.

regulations

are

established.

passing into the residential area. Besides, the new
advertisement boards can be built only when the

Furthermore,

government have approved it. This shows that the

companies are advised to use petrol better quality,

government has done a great job to stop the light

which can be converted to energy more effectively

pollution.

and produce less pollutants. Public vehicles such

drivers

and

transportation

as buses and taxis are now using LPG which is
On the other hand, the enforcement of plastic tax

proven to be more environmentally friendly than

has also reduced the load of the landfill sites. More

the diesel. Therefore, we can see that the citizens

people are now using their own bags after

are trying their best to solve the environmental

shopping, and the supermarkets will only give the

problems in Hong Kong.

plastic bags to the customers whenever they
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Although Hong Kong people are being more
conscious towards the environmental issues, there

All in all, I am delighted to see that many parties in

is

still room for improvement. For example, many

Hong Kong are contributing to reduce the pollution

shopping malls adjust the air conditioner to a very

level. I hope all Hong Kong people will support

low temperature, this wastes a huge amount of

environmental protection, and so we will have a

energy and people inside are feeling cold and

better place to live.

uncomfortable. This is very common to see in
Hong Kong according to my experience. I think the
managing team of those shopping malls should
check this issue as soon as possible and adjust the
temperature level to a suitable degree. Besides,
there are way too many sky-high buildings in Hong
Kong, these buildings block the natural wind and
trap air pollutants inside. This certainly makes air
pollution much more serious in that area. In my
point of view, better planning should be made
before building all these grand obstacles, and I
hope the government will introduce some new
regulations to improve this issue.
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An Environmental Friendly City - Hong Kong
Chan Yiu Fai (S7B)

Flip through the newspapers, we can find some

many citizens have found some old batteries which

news reporting the discussion on environmental

no longer function and put them into recycled

issues. Hong Kong people have lots of great

boxes.

improvements on environmental protection such
as the adoption of plastic bag tax policy, which

Moreover, the daily lives of Hong Kong citizens are

limited the over-use of plastic bags by citizens with

involved in environmental protection, which are

effective methods. Never can we find such a period

not forced by rules or laws from government.

of

Taking MTR or buses which are massive transport

Hong

Kong

which

has

concentrated

on

environmental problems, proved that Hong Kong

tools

can

help

to

reduce

the

emission

of

people are willing to be environmentally friendly

greenhouse gases, although it is crowded during

and conscious about such issues.

the morning. Another situation is the setup of
classified recycle bins in public housing estate,

It is difficult for governments to balance the

some Hong Kongers not only classify their own

development of economics and protection of the

rubbish, but also collect the rubbish of neighbours

environment.

ignited

and help them to classify and recycle. Actually

between environmentalist and parties represent

Hong Kong people are helping each other to

some groups of citizen, such as the over-fishing

become more environmentally friendly by such

issues in years ago. Indeed, government have set

methods.

Arguments

are

easily

up a period of time to abandon fishing and the
crisis finally solved. The society is paying attention

Concerning the actions taken by citizens in Hong

on

Kong, such as the use of recycle bags instead of

environmental

issues

and

forcing

the

government to take action.

plastic bags, some heartfelt organizations or
companies in Hong Kong also take their own

Apart

from

government,

the

policies

such

as

adopted

changing

of

from

the

responsibilities to help Hong Kong people become

transport

more environmentally friendly.

vehicles to use Euro IV type vehicles those emit
less polluted gas, ‘Blue-sky’ policy, or the policy to

Normally we might think that those commercial

force all cars to stop engines when not in use.

companies are the source of pollution and make

Hong

to

Hong Kong unhealthy. The fact is, the suppliers of

environmental campaigns involved in protecting

electricity have reduced the use of fossils while

the environment. For example, there are recycle

developing the use of renewable resources to

boxes placed in McDonald for recycling lithium

generate electricity in order to enhance the

battery, and this campaign is very successful since

sustainable development of Hong Kong. Most of

Kongers

also

actively

response
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electrical appliances suppliers have joined the

try our best to recover the damaged environment

energy

in future.

efficiency

label

scheme

which

helps

customers to classify the electricity used by
appliances and provided with lots of choices. Even
when we use EPS to pay bills or shopping, the EP
Company will donate 0.1 HKD for planting trees
programme. Can’t we call Hong Kong as an
environmental friendly city with above policies and
actions taken by citizens?

Although Hong Kong people have paid great efforts
on environmental issues, some specific fields on
environmental protection are still lacking such as
reduction of rubbish produced by restaurants. We
should keep such pollutions at an arm’s length and
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Ho Ho Sum (S7B)
In my opinion, the three major qualities of being a

education, housing, social welfare and research on

world-class city are mainly that the city must have

different issues. Moreover, developing the city into

a highly educated population; it is a major

a world financial center surely has its benefits, and

financial centre in the world and it definitely owns

it is the next point I want to mention.

a good international reputation.
Lastly, international reputation is another crucial
To begin with, the most vital factor determining

factor of judging whether the city is world-class or

the development of the society must undoubtedly

not. Assuming the city has already developed into

be the quality of its citizens. Usually, a highly

a financial centre, it attracts a myriad of investors

educated population brings more success and

from around the globe to invest in without a doubt.

progress to the society, as there may be many

When the economical strength is significant

professionals such as scientists who help produce

enough to play a leading role, it will gain worldwide

and create new high-tech equipment. They not

attention. This makes it much easier to host

only enhance the living standards of citizens, but

various international competitions such as the

also help attract many investors to bring in foreign

Olympic Games and World Cup. The reputation

revenue. Also, some may be market analyzers or

relies highly on the standards of citizens. Take

businessmen, which help develop the local market

China as an example, despite her very influential

to increase its potential and help the city to invest

economical strength, she still does not have a

on big projects to earn money. Apart from

good reputation. First, it is that she is still not

developing the city, the quality of citizens directly

democratic enough. There are constantly many

reflects the standards of society. Take China for

restrictions to her citizens. The media is not

instance, she has tremendous highways and

transparent enough and her citizens really do not

infrastructures and a rapid growing economy. If

have much freedom such as freedom of speech or

the citizens lack education, they may become

freedom of press. Another reason is that there are

illiterate, impolite and devise many nasty plans to

many negative reports about the air pollution and

derive interest at the expense of the environment

water pollution in China. What’s more, there have

and health of other people. All these seriously

been news reports about the greedy industries

damage the image of the city. Only a civilized and

which produce substandard or even poisonous

democratic city can be regarded as a world-class

products to increase their profit, it puts the lives of

city.

her citizens in jeopardy as well as her international
status.

Besides education, the city must play a leading
role in controlling the economic growth of the

All the above proves the importance of a good

world.

inevitably

international reputation to become a world- class

contribute to the world and let the world know

city. I hope in the coming future, China focuses

them deeper. As economical development is a very

more on the quality of her citizens rather than just

important part of developing a city, establishing a

blindly developing her economy. Only by this could

world renowned market can surely bring in money

she earn the name of a world-class city.

A

world-class

city

must

for the development of other areas such as
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Lam Yuet Ting (S7B)
Nowadays, there is a very common word called

citizens

are

allowed

globalization which means all countries and cities

demonstration

are treated as a whole unit. In response to this

governmental policies. Besides, they are allowed

trend, many cities have been paying lots of effort

to express their view or dissatisfaction literally,

on improving their economic power as well as

artistically or even verbally. Such freedom of

people’s livelihood in order to embed them into an

speech and freedom of press are very common in

international world city.

democratic cities. Unfortunately, for cities in China,

to

to

take

voice

their

part

in

any

opinions

on

these basic human rights can never be seen or you
In my perspective, a world city must have a good

will be jailed permanently or put under house

performance in three domains including social

arrest. As a result, many people do not treat the

welfare

cities in China except Hong Kong and Macau as the

policies,

democratic

standard

and

world cities. So I think having a high democratic

education policy.

standard is of vital importance for a world city.
A comprehensive social welfare system is one of
the fundamental elements of a world city. Almost

Last but not least, the education policy is also an

all international cities must have a well-developed

important quality for a world city. Offering all

social welfare system. Taking Hong Kong as an

rounded education to our next generation is the

example,

only

undoubtedly,

Hong

Kong

is

a

way

to

nurture

maintain the sustainability of city development.

instance, there are many welfare policies including

For a world city, there should be a continuous

public transport subsidy for elderly and textbook

supply of talent in different areas such as

allowance for all students who live under poverty.

construction, technology, business and medical

Such public welfares can definitely help the poor to

science. Therefore, the government should pay

have a better life and alleviate their financial

extra attention to the establishment of the

burden;

increase public

education system and policy, it is better for the

satisfaction towards the government which will

government to provide more financial subsidies to

make the management of a city easier. Meanwhile,

the needy so that they can have the opportunity to

the standard of the welfare system of a country or

receive

city reflects the prosperity of that place which in

well-designed education system, the continuous

turn represents the economical condition of the

development

country.

guaranteed.

Apart from social welfare system, the democratic

All in all, if a city wants to become a cosmopolitan

standard of a country is also a crucial criterion to

city like Hong Kong, the government should pay

become a well-known world city.

more effort on the promotion of social welfare,

and

education.
supply

of

By

so

become

welfare system has covered all walks of life, for

proper

understanding

to

knowledgeable

moreover, they can

and

them

well-recognized cosmopolitan city. The social

as

means

talents

can

to

of
be

improving democratic standard and establishing a
comprehensive education policy.

For many cities in America or the United Kingdom,
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Lau Yung Lam (S7B)
The

phrase

“World

City”

often

appears

Needless to say, what makes a city powerful and

in

newspapers, TV or radio, but what does it mean?

sustainable is its competitiveness, no matter it is

To me, a world city is a city of high international

in terms of finance, education, IT development,

status that every person in the world knows its

tourism or media. Taking Hong Kong as an

name. Personally, uniqueness, reputation and

example, it is known as an international financial

competitiveness are surely fundamental to a

centre and a shopper’s paradise because of its

cosmopolitan city.

competitiveness in financial service and tourism.
And that is why Hong Kong is regarded as one of
the most well-known and flourishing world cities.

Being unique is the only way out to make a world
city memorable and famous. It is obvious that a
city without any unique features can never

Overall,

impress the people all around the world, not to

competitiveness are the three qualities that a

mention to become a world city. Uniqueness is like

world city must have. Actually, I am quite proud to

a sign of a city. People get to remember a city if

be a citizen of a cosmopolitan city where we the

they are impressed by its sign. For example, when

citizens

you think of Macau, the images of the Ruins Of

regulations, laws, public welfare systems and

St.Paul’s and different kinds of gorgeous gambling

policies. I hope all Hong Kongers can keep the

houses will always appear in your mind. That’s

dashing spirit and I’m sure that Hong Kong will

how

become more and more successful as a world city.

it

works

as

unique

feature.

Another

well-known example of such symbol would be Wall
Street in New York. They are just impressive, if not
notable!
Reputation is of paramount significance to a world
city. Is not it absurd to call a city in which the
policies are ridiculous and the words by the
government officials are worthless a world city?
Without logical strategies and truthfulness, the
conditions of international diplomacy between
other cities or countries in the world can never be
maintained, let alone to consolidate them. As a
result, the status as a world city would certainly be
hard hit.
Apart from uniqueness and reputation, being
competitive is equally indispensable to a world city.
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Three Important Qualities of a World City
Law Tin Long (S7B)
When asked about the qualities for a cosmopolitan

as Greece as a case of point, the country is facing

city, most said that democracy is the most

financial problem recently, and thus many of its

important element for a world city. But is this

citizens show their grievance because of the

really the case? Personally, there are three

economic problems. If most citizens are rebellious

elements which are essential for a world city--the

to the city, instability will definitely arise.

quality of the government, the quality of citizens
Apart from what the government can do to make a

and the city’s financial situation.

city to become a world city, many disregard that
First, I will examine the opinion about the quality

citizens also play an essential part in contributing a

of the government. Most people think that some

world renowned city. In Japan, the majority of its

cities in democratic cities such as New York City in

citizens are well-educated in terms of politeness.

the USA and London in the UK are classical

Actually, the quality of citizens is very important

examples of world city. But I don’t think the

for a world city. If most people in the city are not

government which obeys thoroughly its citizens’

nice and polite to foreigners, it will definitely affect

views is a good government.

the city’s image internationally. Inversely, if most

As there are

diversified opinions from different people, it is

citizens

are

well-cultivated

and

friendly,

it

difficult to propose policies that suit all the people’s

absolutely reflects that the city is civilized and

needs, and too much freedom for citizens may

hence it can raise its ranking among the city in the

even reduce the effectiveness of the operation of

world.

the city. Nevertheless, a good government should
of course listen to citizens’ views, but what they

All in all, too much freedom for citizens and simply

need to do is not carrying out all the policies

following their views blindly will just be the

citizens want, but decide which opinions are the

backward step for a world renowned city. However,

best that can improve the city wisely.

having a wise and sensible government to draw
out

effective

policies

and

maintaining

the

In addition to having a smart government,

economic stability combined with the good quality

financial situation is another important aspect for a

of

world metropolis. Many rebellions stem from the

world-celebrated city.

economic recession. If the country has poor
economic situation, unemployment rate will be
high and many citizens cannot support their living,
and it will bring unstableness to the city. As a
result, a first-rate world city should at least
maintain a stable and good financial condition of a
country. Just take some European countries such
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The City is dying
O Chin Wa (S7B)

Recently, the environmental problems in Hong

But

the

solutions

Kong are getting more serious, the worsening of

discussion.

even

do

not

come

into

environment raises numerous concerns from the
environmentalists and most of the organisations.

Second is the serious air pollution. Nowadays the

Some claims that the Hong Kong people are

number of private cars keep increasing greatly, the

becoming more and more environmentally friendly

emission of exhausted gas increased even though

and conscious. However, I doubt this statement. In

the government advocating the public to take on

today’s age, it’s easy for us to find out the pollution

public transports as much as possible. The

problems among the society but not the solving

situation does not really change. People are

methods. Are Hong Kong people really becoming

suffering in the air pollution badly. This is more

more conscious of the environmental problems? It

serious at the rush hour near some subways

depends.

especially when there are traffic jams. The bad air
results in harming people’s respiratory tract,

Just take the light pollution problem in Hong Kong

causing allergies or even brain damage based on

as the first example. The light pollution in Hong

scientific reports. Although the government had

Kong is getting more serious and there is even no

proposed the law controlling the emission of car

one to think of a solution to tackle this problem.

exhausts, the air pollution cannot be solved easily

We hardly find a place that does not get

as

illuminated by strong spotlights these years. When

everywhere in Hong Kong. Dust particles raised by

we go across the street, we can see a wide variety

the sites harm people nearby at the same level as

of neon lamps, advertising billboards and signs

car

and gigantic LCD televisions on the body of

become more serious.

there

are

exhausts.

numerous

Therefore,

construction

the

problems

sites

just

building. The story spotlights shine on us everyday
just like strong sunlight at night. Not only does the

Finally is the land pollution brought by the disposal

illumination affect us and the environment, but

of plastic waste. Compared with the pollution

also the heating effects they produce. Residents in

problems discussed, this is just a minor problem,

Mong

the

but we still need to show concern. Due to the

Department

saturation of landfill sites, the disposal of plastic

complaining about the strong light brought by the

waste just becomes hard to deal with. Building of

business billboards, the government only replied

incinerators would lead to another way of pollution.

with no solutions. Besides, the regular spotlights

Therefore, it is a hard problem to tackle. Although

held

also

the government had agreed to collect taxes of

producing the light pollution. The light continues to

plastic bags, citizens still take plastic bags when

shine, keeps destroying our starry night sky view.

they do not really need one. The recycle bins of

Kok

have

Environmental

beyond

sent

some

Protection

the

Victoria

letters

Harbour

to

are
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plastic are also seldom in use, education of

among Hong Kongers. Thus, the environmental

recycling should be transformed into actions.

problems are just getting worse and worse. Our
city may die just due to these problems as well as

Based on the aforementioned, the awareness of

the world. Therefore, it is high time to tackle with

being environmentally friendly is not popular

these problems and to save the city.
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A Green, New Hong Kong
Pang Chin Kwan (S7B)

Hong Kong people are becoming more and more

global warming. In this way, people have to be

environmentally conscious and friendly, I totally

more environmentally friendly.

agree

with

this

statement.

In

the

past,

environmentalists always blame that Hong Kong

A few years ago, the government announced a

people waste many resources, and demand the

new project, named ‘The Blue Sky Scheme’, which

government to set up some new regulations to

encouraged drivers to use cleaner fuel and use

protect the environment. By then, the government

public transport instead of driving their own cars,

had discussed many policies, and had introduced

so as to become more environmentally friendly.

to the society, such as the sewage charge and the
plastic bag levy, these make Hong Kong people

After a serious of projects introduced by the

more aware of the environment and the resources

government that aimed at raising the awareness

they have wasted.

of people about protecting the environment,
people now become more conscious about the

First, the sewage charge reminded the Hong Kong

environment. Most people nowadays will turn off

people to use less water. People in the past bath

the electronic appliances and light when they don’t

with a tub of water, however, they bath with

need, such as turn off the computer at night and

shower nowadays. Therefore, fewer polluted water

stop using air-conditioner in a cooler season,

was discharged to the environment and people

besides, families will separate their waste into

become more environmentally friendly.

papers, plastic, metal cans and normal waste, and
bring the first three things to recycle box.

Second, the plastic bag levy was a high success.
Nowadays, customers bring their own bag to the

Personally, I have been also affected by the

supermarket, as a result, fewer plastic bags are

government policy. I use less air-conditioner in

used. Plastic bags take thousands of years to

summer and use both sides of the paper. I also

decompose, it will damage the environment,

found that many companies and schools are using

people

recycled paper now.

has

environment

been
by

more
the

aware

about

the

promotion

from

the

government.

In conclusion, to be environmentally friendly,
reduce, Reuse and Recycle must be observed. The

Besides, the government had passed a new law

3Rs were well developed among Hong Kong people.

recently, cars had to stop their engine for no more

They reduce the emission of greenhouse gases by

than three minutes in any 60 minutes while

stopping their car engines and reduce the use of

waiting, this reduce the emission of carbon dioxide

electronic appliances so as to use less energy.

which is a kind of greenhouse gases that leads to

People reuse their bags when they shop around
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the supermarket, and they recycle many useful
materials such as soft drink cans, plastic and glass
bottles.

Companies

had

also

become

more

environmentally friendly, they use recycled paper
and cooperate with the government to plant trees
in Hong Kong. Therefore, we can see that Hong
Kong people are becoming more and more
environmentally conscious and friendly!
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Hong Kong People
People are Becoming More Environmentally Conscious
Sum Chi Ho (S7B)

Recently, Hong Kong government has announced

and ‘paid by users’ policy that the fee used in

‘Plastic Bag Levy’ policy that customers have to

paying disposal waste should be paid by citizens,

pay 50 cents for each plastic bag when shopping.

not by the government. This policy has raised

Hong Kong people are becoming more and more

people’s awareness of environmental ptorection

environmentally friendly. As Hong Kong is a

because they have to pay for it.

civilized society, we have the responsibility to keep
our city clean. Why do we have to take this

In the early days, the government produced

responsibility? What should we do? What will be

advertisements and showed them on TV. The

achieved?

advertisement showed the reality of the water
quality of Victoria Harbour. It was dull, black, full of

Hundreds of years ago Hong Kong was a small

dust

village with a population no more than 5000. After

advertisement

WWI and WWII, more and more people emigrated

Department

from China and Vietnam to Hong Kong because of

complaints saying that the advertisement was too

the instability of their own regions. As a result, the

disgusting. That was the power of pollution that

population of Hong Kong rose in a geometric level.

made the Pearl become rubbish.

By the end of 20

th

and

plastic

bags!

was
of

a

Undoubtedly,

success

Broadcast

the

because

received

the

many

century, Hong Kong has a

population of nearly 6 million. Hong Kong is a small

After

that,

city with little flat land. Its high population density

strength

results in many serious problems, especially land

protection in primary school. Also, the Department

pollution, water pollution and sound pollution.

of Food Safety and Environmental Hygiene held

in

the

government

education

empowered

about

the

environment

activities every year such as giving talks to the
Before 1980s, there was rubbish everywhere. The

public to give more information about saving the

corridor between two buildings was filled with

environment, clearing the sky and clearing the city

domestic disposed waste, polluted water, lunch

campaign. Hong Kong then regained her beauty.

box that emitted smell that made you feel sick.
Moreover, people didn’t care about littering on

Nowadays, people in Hong Kong have the sense of

streets. So you can imagine how messy Hong Kong

saving the environment. The easy way to achieve

was. Later, Hong Kong Government proclaimed a

an environmentally friendly environment is the

series of policies to tackle the problems, including

3Rs, which are reduce, reuse and recycle.

placing

more

broadcasting

garbage
educational

bins

in

the

information

streets,
to

the

Burning petroleum is one source of air pollution. If

public---a well-known ‘rubbish worm’ shown on TV,

you have to park a car for a long period, please
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turn the engine off to reduce the use of petrol to

them into rubbish bins with corresponding colours

save our environment and produce less noise to

and that’s what you can do to save our future.

public. Electricity is another one which uses the

Remember not to litter on street because you will

petrol most. Remember to switch the light off

be charged HKD 1500.

when you leave the room. Switch all the electronic
appliances off when you leave the house. Try to

Be a civilized person with high moral standard.

use a fan instead of an air conditioner will also

Keep our environment clean. Having considered

relieve the stress of your purse. Don’t feel annoyed

others, you and I will have a clean, comfortable

to group waste into three categories, blue is paper,

environment to live in.

yellow is can and brown is plastic bottles. Throwing
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Environment Protection in Hong Kong
Tsang Wai Fung (S7B)

if they go shopping instead of using plastic bags.
There is no denying that the environmental
problems in Hong Kong have recently received

Moreover, the light problem is alleviated. Some

much attention from the public. The number of

residents who live in Mong Kok said that they seem

people willing to save the environment is on the

to be living in the morning because of the neon

rise

are

lights located near their buildings. The light

environmentally

pollution not only causes the problem itself, but

and

becoming

therefore,
more

and

Hong

Kong

more

people

conscious and friendly.

also the cause of many problems. However, the
level of brightness of lights is decreasing and many

First of all, I would like to explain why the

unnecessary lights are turned off. The decrease in

protecting environment is vital. Pollution is the

the level of brightness not only benefits the

result of a combination of factors. Taking air

residents who live near the bright lights, but also

pollution as an example, the quality of air is very

saves people’s money and alleviates the problem

low because of the rapid growth of economy.

of air pollution.

Another example is light pollution. Bright light
affects both individuals and society as a whole. It

In addition, many people are likely to use public

makes people not be able to concentrate on work

transport. The emission from cars pollutes the air.

and study. Also, people cannot sleep well because

However, it is hardly possible to stop people using

of the bright light.

any transports. Travelling by public transports
instead of private cars is one of the best ways to

Everyone should take the responsibility of saving

decrease the level of pollution and improve the

our environment. Fortunately, Hong Kong people

quality of air. On an individual level, it can also help

are now becoming more environmentally friendly.

save your money.

According to a survey, many people in Hong Kong

Prevention is always better than cure. Protecting

understand the importance of protecting the

the environment is not only a mission for

environment but they are reluctant to take their

environmentalists, but also for all people on the

initiative to contribute to the earth. For example,

earth. Everyone should try their best to save the

the plastic bag tax law has been enforced and the

world. Otherwise, we can’t live on this lovely

policy is supported by the public. The policy can

planet in the long run. Everyone wants to live in a

prevent plastic bag abuse. Consequently, the

place with a beautiful environment, therefore

number of plastic bags Hong Kong people used is

everyone should act to improve the environment.

dropping. People are likely to bring their own bags
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Hong Kong People Need to be More Environmentally Friendly
Wong Wai Lam (S7B)

Recent years, members of laws or policies were set

affected. This concept has to be corrected that

up to reduce pollutions in Hong Kong. Many people

everyone should know our environment is far

state that “Hong Kong people are becoming more

more important than how much money we made.

and more environmentally conscious and friendly.”
But I believe that this statement is illogical.

Moreover, our government is not courageous
enough to set up law as they put too much

Undoubtedly, Hong Kong Government has enacted

attention on what those businessmen want. With

several laws to reduce waste, such as the plastic

no doubt, eco-practices are always costly when

bag tax and charges on waste water discharge.

compared with the old method at first. But I

However, citizens seem to be not interested in

believe that cost should never be a consideration

these actions and keep the bad habit without any

of not to live in a green way. Laws concern greener

improvement. Even reusable shopping bags are

waste treatment has to be enacted that our

provided in supermarkets, people will only use it

government should not be afraid of bringing more

once before disposal. This makes the situation

cost to businessmen. World cities like Taipei and

even worse. Some of us would prefer paying 50

Tokyo also established many laws in order to

cents instead of bringing their own bags. It shows

reduce the load of their landfill sites by reducing

that citizens have serious misconception on the

the amount of wastes produced and increasing the

true meaning of environmental protection and the

amount of waste that can be treated in a greener

problem can only be solved when they are

way, like recycling or reusing as fuel. Government

well-educated in this aspect.

should hold a firm stance on the aspect of green
industry so that the citizens can have a good role

The other example is the light pollution in Mong

model.

Kok. Although many research states that the light
pollution harms the citizens nearby. Shops keep

Furthermore, a green living style should be taught

their

at school which are not providing enough if these

high-output

lights

on

because

of

the

economic reason behind. Hong Kongers are too

kinds

profit-oriented that making money is always their

misconception has to be changed, beginning with

first priority. Protection of the environment is

school education as a long term policy. We can see

always viewed as an ineffective habit and it is not

that green concept is never included in our

welcomed as they wrongly believe that their profit

learning area in the past and it was believed to be

will drop once they switch off those lights. It is

the reason of people’s wrong behaviour and beliefs.

clear that businessmen will never attempt any

Both families and schools should start a habit of

environmentally friendly actions if their benefit is

recycling in order to change the current problem.
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To conclude, attitude towards green habits have to
be changed or our environment can never be well
protected. Hong Kong people should learn to give
up something, like money and time, to maintain
our valuable environment. Start your green life
style now!
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Environmentally Friendly or Not
Yu Ka Hei (S7B)

In recent years, “green” has become a hot issue

while shopping. But now, the situation changes.

around the world, including Hong Kong. Hong

People need to pay 50 cents for each plastic bag.

Kong Government has done many things in order

From my point of view, it is a great success that

to raise the local’s awareness of the environment.

the number of using plastic bag is dropping after

It is obvious that Hong Kong people are becoming

the plastic bag tax was posed. The waste of plastic

more and more environmentally conscious and

is certainly not environmentally friendly on the

friendly.

grounds as many of these wastes cannot be easily
decomposed in a short period of time and thus

In Hong Kong, the government provides many

causes land pollution.

rubbish bins for people to separate wastes. These
types of rubbish bins have different colours.

Last but not least, the local government has also

Different colours of bins are for different types of

posed laws to fight against the air pollution from

wastes: Blue for paper, yellow for aluminium cans

cars. In Hong Kong, as we all know, the main air

and brown for plastic wastes. The main function of

pollutants come from cars.

its colour is to let people know which waste is
suitable for the bins. Undoubtedly, it encourages

In short, it is true that there are always methods or

us to separate different types of wastes and make

solutions

the recycling process easier.

protect

the

earth. And
In some special festivals such as Christmas, we

one

used to send Christmas cards to each other. Yet,

know

nowadays we always send emails instead of

whether

sending Christmas cards to bless others. There is

these

also a tendency which shows that Hong Kong

types

people

solutions

are

becoming

more

environmentally

no

will

useful

friendly because of reducing the use of paper.

to

of

or

are
not.

Yet, trying
There are some policies helping Hong Kong to

these methods may be the first step of saving our

develop to a green city. The plastic bag tax, for

earth and become more environmentally friendly.

instance, is a great example. Before the plastic

Thus, Hong Kong people are becoming greener

bag tax law were posed, it was free for consumers

actually

to get any plastic bag from shops or supermarkets
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Proposal for the Freedom of the Press
Chan Ho Yat (S7C)

Recently, more and more news in newspapers are

bad news. For instance, Cecilia Cheung has been

criticized by local citizens. Some interviewees

revealed her intimate photos in weekly magazines.

expressed their feelings and mentioned that the

Also, the mass media weren’t concerned about her

behaviour of the journalists is unacceptable. Since

feelings, they wrote some articles distorting the

reporters followed the celebrities in social areas, in

truth.

private parties, or even at homes.
Some people are suggesting that the Hong Kong
A glimpse of local gossip magazines, we can see

mass media should have stricter control. They

various superstars and artists. But the report does

commented that the government has to do more

not say how good the stars are, they always report

monitoring work and establish some licences and
laws to restrict journalists. Nevertheless, there are
other parties who disapprove this suggestion.
They stated it would ruin the freedom of the press
because this freedom is of greatest importance to
community.

From my point of view, if the government does
monitoring work, it will ruin the freedom of the
press. I disagree that the mass media should be
monitored. In case, there would be a wide variety
of constraints.
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The Way to Prevent Shoplifting
Chau Ho Yin, Matthew (S7C)

what happens in the shop. As a result, this can
prevent people from stealing goods effectively.

Besides, increasing the punishment is beyond
doubt beneficial. Some children have a wrong
concept they will not be punished by others if they
get caught due to their young age. Punishing those
who commit crime heavily can deter them from
stealing things again. The government should
A recent youth survey indicated that about one out

consider increasing the fine. Besides, shops should

of four interviewees has tried shoplifting. The case

prevent those criminals from entering their shops.

reveals that the number of children committing

So people would think twice before they try to do

crime has increased these few years. This tells us

illegal things.

it is urgent to address the serious problem. So,
what are the causes for children shoplifting?

What’s more, we should raise children’s awareness
about the consequences of shoplifting. Some

Firstly, some children claim that they don’t get

teenagers have an illusion that they would not be

sufficient money from parents. It is unable for

punished even they are caught. Thus government

them to buy luxurious goods. Secondly, the

and schools can join hands together to help

security facilities are not well used, so shops even

youngsters quit the habit of shoplifting. First,

do not know their products are stolen by others.

police force can hold some talks at schools. They

Even worse, some professors attribute students’

can introduce the punishment of committing

crime to peer pressure. Children stealing things

crimes. Second, teachers should teach students

are often in groups, they think that the possibility

about morality. For example, raising the number of

of spotted by the guard would be reduced. In fact,

moral lessons is a way.

they are wrong.
In fact, there are lots of ways to prevent children
In order to prevent children shoplifting from

from shoplifting. We should try our utmost from

happening again, I would like to make the

uprooting the vice of the crime.

following suggestions. To start with, shops should
strengthen their security. In Hong Kong, not all the
shops have installed a security camera. By
installing the camera, shop masters can know
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Shoplifting of Youths in Hong Kong
Fung Kwan Sin (S7C)

Have you ever stolen a stock with friends in Hong

targeted and sustainable education is required in

Kong? Do you know shoplifting is such a serious

our school life. A journey of visiting jails can be

crime that will affect your personal future deeply?

held every three months in the attempt to

Recently, shoplifting is such a prevalent scenario

understand the situation and consequence of

that an increasingly trend of crime was found in a

shoplifting.

youth survey. Here are some following grounds to
discuss this issue.

What’s more, an all-rounded propaganda, which
promotes some severe impacts about shoplifting,

To commence with, curiosity is one of the main

is one of the feasible means to switch their wrong

factors that teens want to steal something in their

mind to be connected. Brochures and seminars

daily life. Due to the period of puberty, youths

can be organized and advertised in schools.

have

and

Youngsters will be feared with this serious crime. It

psychology. It is therefore crystal clear that

is everyone known that shoplifting is so common in

youngsters try to undergo shoplifting out of

Hong Kong nowadays.

some

special

change

in

attitude

curiosity. Thus they feel fine and this action is not
a problem. Without substituting their mindset, a

Based on the above mentioned, the situation

higher number of crimes would be found in the

would be seen to improve by promoting those

near future.

suggestions. Through holding lots of activities
about

the consequences

of trying

a

crime,

Apart from the above, having a great influence

youngsters would understand the severity of

among their friends is another rationale that the

shoplifting.

youth try to strengthen their recognization inside
their friends network. So they may well behave
that a well-known friendship is the uttermost
important thing to make more friends. It is ironic,
if not ridiculous to try to do this silly thing.

With the intention to tackling the actual crisis, a
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Freedom of the Press
Kwong Ho Yin (S7C)

Mass media is recently involved in a series of
inappropriate report. Apart from the content, the

Besides the reliability, citizens have concerns

behaviour of their reporters are criticised by many

about the behaviour of the reporters. The door

citizens. Some citizens suggest that there should

stepping journalists of Hong Kong are notoriously

be stricter control over the media but I think this

bad for gathering news. They often offend the

proposal is not the best way to solve this problem.

celebrities’ privacy. They may use a long ranged
camera to take photos about what the celebrities

The first criticism is the reliability of the mass

are doing in their houses. Although those media

media, untrue reports are extremely common for

are accused by those stars, their penalty received

those gossip magazines and newspaper. This even

is only a fine.

spread into the formal news report. As an example,
ATV news department announce the death of the

Having stricter control over the media can’t solve

head of state in China. This news shocked all the

the problem because it is just the palliative

political parties in Hong Kong. This misinformation

method. It is not the responsibility of mass media

is quickly clarified by the spokesman of the

only. Those readers should be responsible for this

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China, This issue

issue, The content of the mass media is the

makes people aware of the inaccurate report of

relationship of the demand and supply. Those
media report that news because the readers are
eager to read this. As a counter example, the
People’s Republic of China has a strict control over
the media. But the standard of the mass media is
low in terms of morality and quality. The function
of monitoring the government is lost.

Freedom of the press is the most important
conviction. It shouldn’t be offended by anything.
Hong Kong mass media.
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Gender Inequality in Hong Kong
Man Kwun Fung (S7C)
Dear Kathy,

How are you? How do you feel about your life as a fresh graduate? From your lovely reply, I was told that
you worried about gender inequality in Hong Kong. Don’t worry! I, Chris, am going to tell everything in
Hong Kong.

I am deeply concerned about discrimination in Hong Kong that leads to
inequality in careers, salary and small things in life. What I have done in my
recent research is that since Hong Kong was administered under feudalism
which encouraged males being respected and females being lowered in the
society, the condition is completely different as you thought. With information
explosion, Hong Kong government has become democratic due to being one of
the colonies of the United Kingdom.

As a result of this, the Hong Kong government established a department called the Equal Opportunities
Committee to cope with the problem you were anxious about. What this committee aims to tackle is not
only national, but also sexual discrimination. You should believe that more and more girls are promoted
into minority nowadays, and the average salary of women is even higher than that of men! It is found that
society has become increasingly open to females. Women are getting treated equally favourably like men,
females are able to study, to work, that is totally what you want to see, isn’t it?

However, it is uncomfortable that this equality starts to deteriorate. Not females being vulgar again, but
men are treated as the slave of women. You should be reminded this special sexual discrimination is rarely
seen all over the world. I am not shocked when discovering a man carrying a girl’s bag on his shoulder,
standing outside a shop of a famous brand for a few hours. Poor pitiful men, for my own opinion, why do
you fall to this poor identity? Why sexual discrimination is converted through to degrees?

Kathy, I am sorry that I get angry with the above. The fact is you are not recommended to worry about any
discrimination against women and mothers. Instead, how not to discriminate against men is more
essential indeed. In just a few words, I hope that you can find it useful, and you are happy to hunt a job
in Hong Kong. Write back to Chris whether you are facing any problems!

Love,
Chris
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Breaking Pretext of Buying Smuggled Goods
Man Kwun Fung (S7C)

There are a variety of sending software, films and

directly affected by low number of people buying

dramas through BT recently, raising awareness to

legal goods. For publishers, they will not publish

the public on the copyright of these works. People

products that have only expenses. Therefore, they

are now willing to spend less to buy illegal arts and

may stop publishing works from artists with low

even download them to the computer instead of

popularity, plundering the opportunity of small

paying a considerable price.

enterprises. Besides, others may give up their
dreams of art because no one pays money to buy

It was found that people’s excuses for wanting

their creativity, causing more and more authors

pirated CDs include saving money, easier method

losing jobs. It is completely a tragedy to the world

and obeying the laws. First of all, because of the

of art!

lower cost of just burning CDs, the price of illegal
CDs is much lower than that of legal one, That
means I can bring more smuggled goods than
legal goods when I leave a shopping mall, as an
astute consumer you now know what to choose,
don’t you?

Downloading

software

programmes

from

the

internet now is by clicking a few buttons. You can
search a million of software through Yahoo, Google.
It is annoying, comparing to copying, that you
need to line up to wait for a night to buy software
that are not even suitable for your PC. Moreover,

Second, buying these goods is equal to supporting

according to the recent laws, downloading and

smugglers.

buying illegal art works are not illegal, but

completely to oppose selling illegal products. What

uploading and selling them are.

we should do is to support the government, but

The

government

measures

are

not the smugglers.
No matter, there are so many “advantages” of
buying pirated CDs, it is undoubtedly wrong in

Selling pirated goods is illegal and buying them is

terms of strangling the chances of selling those

wrong! Schoolmates, we need to cooperate with

goods by the copyright holders and authors.

the government to crack down on these smugglers.
It is better to see no illegal CD sellers on the
streets.

First, the income of publishers and authors is
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Declaration for the Press
Suen Yiu Nam (S7C)

Recent years, there have been a lot of criticisms of

paparazzi raise the public concerns. In spite of

the mass media upon their content and the

wrong behaviours, the government should not

behaviour of their reporters among many parties

suppress the freedom of the press. Because taking

in society. Some claim that there should be stricter

off the masks of glitterati, those paparazzi would

control over the media. Is it really better by

be deprived of the liberty of the press. One year

imposing a stricter law? To me, it is not effective to

ago, vice Premier Li Keqiang arrived in Hong Kong

adopt this policy but to curb the freedom of the

University, press was blocked to go into the

press somehow. Therefore, I would like to help the

restricted area and even being not interviewed

mass media declare why they do that thing.

with the Chinese minister. Ergo, it might violate
the constitution.

First of all, enchants readers. It is acknowledged
that a mountain of words of sensationalism and

Third, fulfils the curiosity of the readers. The

lewd materials can be easily found in magazines.

artistes feel how devastated over the information

In hope of boosting the publication, those editors

not sticking to the reality as it would depress the

are forced to illustrate numerous pornographic

celebrities. They air that this mischievous act

pictures in order to draw public’s attention so as to

would twist other’s lives into adverse fate; such as

make ends meet. Sharp Daily, a free-of-charge

Alfred Hui, the so-called gay guy. Nonetheless,

newspaper, gains a growing opposition due to

paparazzi also need to take the responsibilities to

obscene information. A number of activists try to

tell the truth to the public and give them first-hand

antagonise this kind of newspaper for the sake of

news. Moreover, being an artiste, having a great

rescinding the allegation. However, this is the one

self-esteem is indispensable. So, we can’t combat

and only way to earn money with such pictures

the ways they did.

and information, of course, we can’t interfere with
the affluence for the republications.

In summary, under no circumstance can we
infringe the freedom of press. We have to

Secondly, unveils the indecent behaviours. What

safeguard the advantages for Hong Kong, having a

other things public concern is that press infringe

marvellous self control to show biz. And join hand

the basic human rights. In the past, Hong Kong

in hand to create a harmonious and legal society.

artist Bosco Wong was taken the photo of the

So, the more tolerance we take, the less criticism

naked body at home in which those acts of the

we see.
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The Importance of Freedom of Mass Media
Wong Yat Sang (S7C)

There is a growing concern on the behaviour of

with, if the government start to set up laws to

mass media. There have been a lot of criticisms of

restrict the media, this will definitely stand against

the mass media in relation to their content and the

the duty of press, which is to watch over the

behaviour of their reporters. Some people even

government. This will initiate a lot of cases to limit

suggest that there should be stricter control over

the freedom of press. For example, in 2003, when

the media. I totally disagree with this proposal.

the government decide to establish Article 23,

The followings are my reasons.

which had caused a huge echo from the society
and resulted in half a million of people to march on

First and foremost, I believe that the freedom of

the street. This example clearly shows that having

the press is of the greatest importance to the

stricter control is not a solution.

society. What do you think of the duties of mass
media? Is it for entertainment or broadcasting the

In addition, the public deserves the rights to know

latest news? In fact, the mass media have a key

the facts of some issues. The media have the duty

role in political power. Its main objective is to

to release the latest and neutral news to the public.

observe different issues of the government and

Some say that when a country has reached a high

express the views of society. The press is referred

level of industrialization, the country itself is

to as the fourth Estate, which means its influence

considered as belonging to a person who controls

is great and independent from the government.

communication. If we have strict control over the

Yet why does the modern society criticized the

press, it will only make us step backward.

mass media? It is obvious that the press nowadays
have crossed the line of morality, mass media

In conclusion, it is not wise to solve the problem by

including Internet, television, newspaper, film and

restricting the media, we should express our

radio, are filled with pornographic information, this

comments directly to the media instead of taking

trend is so serious that many parents express their

over it.

concerns of the influence on children. Moreover,
many contents of the mass media may involve the
privacy

of

citizens,

such

as

the

personal

information of some singers and this is against
human rights. All of these criticisms are related to
the increasing rights of press.

However, this problem should not be solved by
having stricter control over the media. To begin
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Shoplifting
Wong Yat Sang (S7C)

All

of
adults

Moreover, modern teenagers receive a lot of

have gone

influences from their friends but not their parents.

through

The time spent with their friends but not their

the age of

parents. The time spent with their friends is a lot

teenagers,

more compared with their working parents. The

has anyone

teenagers may choose the wrong path without

of you tried

considering the consequences and they are clearly

shoplifting

not mature enough to figure out what’s the right

before?

A

thing to do.

recent
youth survey has found that one out of every four
interviewees has tried shoplifting. The results

There are numerous solutions but the most

sound horrible, aren’t they? About one-fourth of

efficient way is to start in schools. Schools make a

our society’s future pillars have tried to do

huge impact on the growth of teenagers as they

something we treated as serious crime. What are

spend most of the day time in school campus.

the reasons behind this?

Police should hold talks and campaigns in campus
to educate the teenagers that it is foolish to

Apparently, the situation nowadays is a lot more

commit crime because of adventure. Once you are

different compared with the old times. Decades

caught, you will regret for your entire life, and

ago, when parents still got harsh control on their

shoplifting can be caught easily as there are CCTVs

children, they couldn’t even get their own pocket

everywhere.

money. Every day after the children finished school,
they went straight back home and would not dare

In addition, the government should increase the

stay on the street. Some of them did not even

penalty of shoplifting to give a clear message to

stand a chance to go to a shop. Time passes and

teenagers that breaking law, no matter serious or

things have changed a lot. Modern children always

not, will receive heavy punishment and there will

hang around on the street, their parents give them

be no mercy. The government should also increase

a lot of freedom in all fields. This attracts the

the resources on the social workers so they can

teenagers to commit crime in order to fulfil their

prevent them from trying shoplifting.

desire of adventures. They are willing to take risks
as they are too free, or in other words, too bored,

In conclusion, the rising trend of shoplifting must

and shoplifting is the easiest way for them to taste

be stopped before our younger generation was

a bit of breaking laws.

poisoned by the wrong value.
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